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CAEDE / Gion Yasaka Shop

440 Bentencho, Shimokawaradouri,
Higashiyamaku, Kyoto, JAPAN
open; 10:00-18:00
tel: +81-75-533-7121
www.caede-kyoto.com
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KYOTO AREA RAILWAY INFORMATION
e

Please insert the ticket into the machine next to the driver.
Please insert the ticket in the ticket gate located in the station.
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Kyoto City Subway 1-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Subway for one day.
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KYOTO CITY BUS & KYOTO BUS 1-DAY PASS
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・Kyoto City Bus &
・Various discount tickets
Kyoto Bus One-Day Pass

You can buy these tickets at any city bus and subway information office or ticket office.
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・Traffica Kyoto Card
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Press the “get off” button located inside the bus
when your stop is next.

・Cash
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Kokusaikaikan

Sagano Line/San-in Line

Acceptable forms of payment
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Pay the fare when getting off. Please pay with exact
change, as the payment machine does not give
change. Please change bills and coins beforehand
using the money-changing machine.
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Passengers board the bus from the door at the
rear and exit from the front door.
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HOW TO RIDE KYOTO CITY BUS

阪急電鉄

Keihan Railway
京阪電車

Kyoto City Subway
市営地下鉄

近鉄電車
叡山電車

Randen Railway
嵐電

Eizan Cable-Car
Eizan Rope-Way

叡山ケーブル・ロープウェイ

JR新快速 約30分

*Children 6-12 years old are half-price. Children under 6 accompanied by a guardian are free.
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START YOUR TOUR OF KYOTO FROM KYOTO STATION!

ATMs AT 7-ELEVEN STORES
You can use overseas ATM cards and credit

Cash cards, credit cards, and other cards issued overseas

cards to withdraw Japanese yen from ATM

with the following marks can be used to

machines located inside 7-Eleven stores. ATM

withdraw Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.

instructions are available in the following

Card Name

languages: English, Korean, Chinese (Simplified Chinese), and Portuguese (with plans to
extend to twelve languages from December
2015). The following cards are accepted.

Note
The language selection screen appears upon inserting
a card issued overseas.

When you see this icon

Mark

Services

Service Hours

Visa

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:00 to 24:00

MasterCard

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

American
Express

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:50

JCB

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

China
Union Pay

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

Discover

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

Diners Club

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:55

Notes
1 . The company that issued the card may apply a service fee.
2 . There are some cards with the same symbols that cannot be used.

on a map, it indicates a 7-Eleven that has an ATM.

WHY IS IT CHEAPER TO MOVE AROUND
WITH A TRAIN OR BUS?
The key to smoothly visiting the popular sights in
Kyoto is to take the train directly to your destination!
Also, if you ride buses that offer discount boarding
cards, you’ll get the most out of your time in Kyoto!

C

E

A

B

A. City Subway 1-day Pass B. Kyoto City Bus & Kyoto Bus 1-day Pass
C. Eizan Electric Railway “Ee Kippu” (1-day Pass)
D. Kyoto Sightseeing 1-day Pass E. Kyoto Sightseeing 2-day Pass

REASON 1

D

Move around with ease!

There is often heavy traffic in the areas surrounding the popular sightseeing spots. For example, driving from Kyoto
Station to Arashiyama will take you over an hour, but with the train, you can get there in just 16 minutes. You can
visit all your favorite sightseeing areas without having to search for or line up for a parking space either.
REASON 2

There are many places you can go!

When sightseeing by car, there is a possibility that you’ll end up spending most of your time moving around from
place to place. We have data that shows that people who use the train can visit approximately one more tourist spot
than those who drive.
REASON 3

Create your own original trip!

When using the train or bus, it’s possible to go exactly where you want to go and discover new areas of Kyoto. Customize your trip and head out to spots that you can boast to your friends about.

Wi-Fi

USE THE APP TO MAKE YOUR TRIP EVEN BETTER

Free Wi-Fi with One App!
“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone application that can be used all across
Japan. There are over 200,000 access points in the country, and the application also includes a
function that provides you with local recommendations based on your location.

1 Download app from website

2 Initial app setup

3 Using the app

The device will now connect automatically to nearby hotspots. Access records can be viewed on the timeline screen.

KYOTO Wi-Fi
Kyoto city is pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi” public wireless
network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can conveniently connect to the
internet. Please read the following points and start surfing!
1 In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.

8

Attractions and tourist destinations by TRAIN
Destination

http://wi2.co.jp/tjw/english.html

2 Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

3 Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.

iPhone

The “Arukumachi KYOTO Route Planner” app offers information about routes and
transfers for buses and trains in Kyoto. Group trips that take you to the major sightseeing
spots are fun, but this app lets you discover parts of Kyoto that are not shown in the guide
books and enjoy a completely unique experience that you can tell your friends about.

4 Connecting to Wi-Fi

travel japan wifi

Android

From

Line

Get off at

Walk

Total

3 min

15 min

10 min

16 min

Nijo-jo Castle

Kyoto Station

Subway Karasuma Line

Karasuma Oike Station,
transfer to the Tozai Subway Line
and get off at Nijojo-mae Station.

Arashiyama
Togetsukyo Bridge

Kyoto Station

JR Sagano Line

Saga Arashiyama Station

Destination

From

Bus

Get off at

Walk

Total

Kinkaku-ji
Temple

Kyoto Station

City Bus 101 or 205

Kinkakuji Michi bus stop

3 min

37 min

Ginkaku-ji
Temple

Kyoto Station

City Bus 5, 17, or 100

Ginkakuji Michi bus stop

Attractions and tourist destinations by BUS

10 min 50 min

*The actual time may vary depending on traffic conditions.

Also check out the Kyoto Regular Tour Bus (Keihan Bus),
which offers various sightseeing courses from Kyoto Station.

http://www.kyoto-regulartourbus.com/
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RESTAURANTS SPECIALIZING IN AGED BEEF

AGED BEEF YAKINIKU
熟成焼肉 听

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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The feelings poured into one bowl of matcha
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42

Shinya Nakanishi 中西真也

Manners in Kyoto

57

PROJECT LEADER

Charm of Higashiyama

JAPANESE WAGYU BEEF YAKINIKU
If you dine at AGED BEEF YAKINIKU POUND, you can’t miss out
on their thick-cut beef tongue and deeply-marinated short ribs.
Enjoy the rich taste
and texture of dryaged beef in Yakiniku
(Japanese BBQ) style
by grilling your own
cuts at the table. You
can enjoy a variety
of beef cuts, from the
affordable to the most
premium selection.

大宮店

MAP

41 A-4

OMIYA LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU
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MAP
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KYOTO STATION LOCATION
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-708-8929

ADDRESS 京都市中京区壬生坊城町 1-6
1-6 Mibubojo-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市下京区七条通烏丸西入ル東境町 185-1
185-1 Higashisakai-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Open every day

￥1,000

¥5,000 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE

Takuya Iguchi 井口卓哉

EDITOR IN CHIEF
Chisa Nishimura 西村知沙

￥1,000

Mitsunori Hosoda 細田光範
Kunihiro Nishizawa 西澤邦広
Yutaka Horikawa 堀川豊
Yuto Hosoi 細井悠玄
Mineyuki Sawano 澤野峰幸
Ichishi Suzuki 鈴木一司
Yuki Nakamura 中村祐希

¥5,000

Rika Kawamura 川村理佳

SMOKING Yes

Kobe beef is not available at this location.

PUBLISHER

Atsushi Harada 原田淳史

TEL 075-432-8896

AVERAGE
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WRITER
Akiko Kiyotsuka 清塚あきこ

DESIGNER & ILLUSTRATOR
Yuko Mizutani 水谷佑子

DRY-AGED BEEF STEAK
STEAK HOUSE POUND is one such
rare restaurant in Japan that
serves dry-aged beef. This popular restaurant has three locations
in Kyoto. Steaks are served by the
pound and cost ¥3,800 per pound.
You can specify the part and size
at the time of ordering. Here, you
can also enjoy the most scarce
value cuts of beef including bonein ribeye steak.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
NAKAO PHOTO OFFICE 中尾写真事務所
And more

MAPS
MAP DESIGN LAB. マップデザイン研究室

ENGLISH MENU

SDL Japan K.K. SDL ジャパン株式会社
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69

Recommended Kyoto souvenirs

70

Wagashi puts craftsmanship on full display

74

Facilities featuring hands-on Japanese culture

76

Point-and-talk chart

78

A FREE MAGAZINE SET ON
DEMONSTRATING THE ALLURE OF KYOTO
With a history of over 1,200 years, Kyoto is blessed with a culture that
other cities cannot imitate. “Why Kyoto?” is a free magazine dedicated
to answering the eponymous question for foreign tourists. As publisher
of the monthly magazine “Leaf” in Kyoto over the past 20 years, we
have amassed a vast network of sources and information, which we
now utilize to share the allure of Kyoto with people far and wide. With
its full offering of information highlighting the allure of this great
city, we hope “Why Kyoto?” helps you enjoy your stay in Kyoto!

Design Pattern data:

http://www.maruni-kyoto.co.jp/e/index.html
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SHIJO KAWARAMACHI LOCATION
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Jeff Berglund ジェフ・バーグランド

COOPERATION

PRINTING

京都市産業観光局観光 MICE 推進室／公益財団法人京都文化交流コンベンションビューロー／
公益社団法人京都市観光協会／京都商工会議所

Tosho Printing Co.,Ltd. 図書印刷株式会社

PUBLISHING
LEAF PUBLICATIONS CO., LTD

TEL 075-746-2983

ADDRESS 京都市中京区夷川通烏丸西入ル巴町 85

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通小橋西入ル真町 81

株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ
Medina Karasuma Oike 4F, 592
Bano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan

85 Tomoe-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
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Taking advantage of tax-free shops

SPECIAL THANKS

TEL 075-708-6110

81 Shin-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-11:30pm

OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 5pm-12am

CLOSED Mon. (Next business day if Mon. is a public holiday)

CLOSED Open every day

￥1,000
¥4,000
SMOKING Designated area (5pm-11:30pm 2F only)

￥1,000
¥4,000
SMOKING Designated area (5pm-11:30pm only)

AVERAGE

62

TRANSLATION

本店

ORIGINAL LOCATION

Full-day walking course

MARKETING MANAGER
Kenshi Ueyama 上山賢司

ステーキハウス 听

Charm of Arashiyama

Mamo Yagi 八木真望

ENJOY THE KOBE BEEF EXPERIENCE!
STEAK HOUSE
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Full-day walking course
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京都駅前店
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mail: info@whykyoto.net
http://www.leafkyoto.net

主な設置先（順不同）
京都総合観光案内所（京なび）／京都国際工芸センター／神社仏閣／京都市内主要ホテル／旅館／飲食店／
書店／商業施設／セブン - イレブン（京都市内一部店舗）／観光案内所／旅行代理店／関西空港 など
The pictures, illustrations, maps and articles in this publication may not be reproduced without permission.
The information in this publication is current as of February 2016.

Tell us your “Why KYOTO?” on our Facebook page!
Please email us feedback about this magazine.

Why KYOTO
info@whykyoto.net
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Why are so many people moved
by the Japanese tea ceremony?

抹茶
Matcha

Kanako Suzuka

Randy Channell Soei

Senior managing director of a long-established
Japanese confectionary shop in Kyoto, “Shogoin
Yatsuhashi Sohonten” founded in 1689. Kanako
grew up going to Japanese tea gatherings and
currently practices the tea ceremony, which is
central to these events, several times a month. She
also studied business administration in California
for one year when she was a university student.

A Japanese tea master and martial artist from
Canada. He is a professor of the Urasenke
tradition of tea and holds lessons in Kyoto
and all over Japan. He also converted an over
100-year-old kyomachiya (Kyoto townhouse)
and opened it as the café RAN HOTEI. He is
currently kept busy with various activities
including lecturing in his field.

A SUBTLE SWEETNESS
AND AROMA
CALMS THE HEART
12

M

atcha – this Japanese word has become
well known internationally and most
probably will be recognized by someone
from anywhere in the world. The “tea” that is
normally drunk in Japan is made by infusing tea
leaves in hot water, but matcha is different. Matcha
is made by grinding tea leaves with a millstone
into a fine powder and then whisking the powder
with hot water in a bowl. There are many varieties

of tea in Japan but matcha is the only tea where the
entirety of the tea leaf is imbibed. Matcha brings to
mind images of people in kimono sitting in a formal
scene in a quiet Japanese room, kneeling tidily in
the proper seiza position… But matcha is really no
more than the beverage itself and is actually very
easy to make. Its beautiful green color reflected in
a large tea bowl makes it visually appealing; the
velvety froth that slides softly down your throat

makes it texturally stimulating. Matcha’s distinctive sweetness and scent has the ability to calm
the drinker. This is what matcha is all about. One
popular way to enjoy matcha in Kyoto is to enjoy it
with your favorite wagashi (Japanese sweet) at tea
time. Many Japanese confectionary shops have tea
houses where high quality matcha is offered. It is a
great way to enjoy both the flavor of matcha and the
atmosphere of Kyoto.
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M

atcha is the center of a Japanese tradition
called “chanoyu (tea ceremony).”
Chanoyu is the practice of preparing
matcha for guests, which takes place in a special
room for tea called a chashitsu. It is an otherworldly
experience. In these rooms, guest and host are
connected through one bowl of tea.
We have come to ŌBAI-IN at DAITOKU-JI Temple
in Kyoto. DAITOKU-JI Temple is one of the larger
Zen temples in Japan, and is famous for being very
closely associated with chanoyu. ŌBAI-IN has a garden that was created by Sen no Rikyū, who perfected
the tea style that is known today as chanoyu. It also
features a tea room that was created by Takeno Jōō
who was responsible for advancing the concept of
wabicha (a rustic simple style of tea) before Rikyū.
This makes it a very special place indeed for those
well-versed in chanoyu. At ŌBAI-IN, where visitors
are not normally allowed, we talked to two chanoyu
enthusiasts over the sound of tea whisking.
Our host today is Randy Channell Soei. He is from
Canada and has lived in Japan for over 30 years. He
originally came to study martial arts but in order
to become both a good warrior and a good scholar,
he entered the world of chanoyu. He received the
name of Soei from the house of Urasenke and is now
qualified as a professor in their tradition.
At a tea gathering, the host prepares the chashitsu
taking his guests into consideration. The hanging
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scroll in the tokonoma (alcove) often reflects the
theme for that day. The scroll for today is “Buji
nichinichi-kore-kojitsu,”and simply translated could
mean 'everyday is a good day if you are free of
worldly desires' Randy says. Under the scroll is a
camellia, a flower that is currently in season. He
has carefully selected not only today's utensils, but
also the water that will be used. The water today
is from the NASHINOKI-JINJA Shrine, on the east
side of the Kyoto Imperial Palace. It is famous for its
exceptional water, and Randy, thinking about his
guests, went to get the water himself.
“Everyone enjoys chanoyu in a different way. The
host does his utmost to prepare various items for
the guests of the day and puts his whole heart into
whisking the tea. Guests should enjoy the space the
way they want to enjoy it. One guest may feel it is
tranquil and quiet, while another may think that
the atmosphere is exciting, and that is fine.” The
highlight of a tea gathering is the special connection
that is shared by the guests.
But still, “to adapt to the atmosphere the way it is
meant to be” sounds a bit difficult. Randy provided
pointers on how to enjoy chanoyu. “What I enjoy
is the beauty of the posture and movements. It is
effective but artistic. Everything begins to carry
meaning, and everything is coordinated in a
minimum of movement. So how about observing
how the host moves?” Randy suggests.

T

oday’s guest who was invited to Randy's
unique space is Kanako Suzuka. She grew
up in a traditional Kyoto confectionary shop
famous for its “Yatsuhashi.” She has enjoyed chanoyu
ever since she was a little girl, when she attended tea
gatherings together with her parents. Even now, she
attends lessons in chanoyu when she has time in her
busy work schedule. “Time spent together with tea is
very important for me. By participating in chanoyu,
I re-center myself, regain my serenity, and distance
myself from the daily hustle and bustle. It is a time I
cannot do without.”
The traditional Japanese sweet that Randy

prepared for this charming guest is a soft-textured
confectionary in the shape of a cherry blossom. While
admiring this sweet, Kanako continues, “One of the
keys to enjoying chanoyu is to be aware of your five
senses. See the beauty, enjoy the tastes, the aromas,
textures, and the sounds …to feel all these with the
five senses makes one excited about what is going to
happen next. Chanoyu is not a stiff ceremony. It is a
chic way to experience the five senses.”
There are many places in Kyoto where one can
experience the tea ceremony. Hone all of your
senses, tune in, and dive into the atmosphere. You
will surely become a fan of chanoyu.

大徳寺 黄梅院

OBAI-IN DAITOKU-JI TEMPLE
TEL 075-492-4539

MAP

P

40 A-1
7

ADDRESS 北区紫野大徳寺町 83-1

83-1 Murasakino Daitokuji-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
Not normally open to the public
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M

atcha is loved by people
the world over. The history
of tea in Japan began with
matcha. Consuming the entire tea
leaf via matcha is considered to have
positive health and beauty effects due
to its vitamins, minerals, and fibers.
Fresh, high quality matcha is a vivid
green color. To preserve this pristine
condition, keep out moisture and
light, and store it in a cool location.
Out of the variety of leaves available
in Japan, we recommend Uji matcha
from Kyoto. It boasts a solid position
as one of the highest quality matcha
teas.
There are two types of matcha. One
is called koicha, or “thick tea,” with
a more concentrated flavor and an
almost creamy texture. The other,
most commonly served matcha is
called usucha, or “thin tea.” Its flavor
is light enough for anyone to enjoy.
When you come to Kyoto, don't miss
out on drinking matcha and finding
your own favorite flavor.

10

UTENSILS

INDISPENSABLE for the TEA CEREMONY

HOST'S UTENSILS

M

any utensils are used in the way of tea,
but let us introduce some basic ones.
First is the chawan, or tea bowl (A).
The matcha and hot water are poured into this,
and a chasen (C) is used to whisk up the matcha.
This utensil is carved from a single piece of bamboo that depending on it's use has been spliced
into 16 to 120 strands. A natsume (E) is used to
store the matcha. They are usually lacquered,
and some are even made by master lacquerers,
serving as fine examples of craftsmanship.

E

D
C

Chawan (tea bowl). Vessel to mix and drink matcha. You can enjoy its texture and pattern visually while also enjoying how it feels texturally.
Chakin (tea cloth). Small cloth to wipe the tea bowl.
Chasen (whisk). Utensil with which the matcha is whisked quickly and rhythmically.
Chashaku (tea scoop). Utensil to scoop matcha powder from the natsume. It is said that the correct practice was for the host to carve one
out for each individual tea gathering.
E . Natsume (tea caddy). A tea container in which to hold usucha, or “thin tea.”

GUEST'S RESPONSIBILITIES and WHAT TO BRING

F

SEN NO RIKYŪ

G

H

J

He effectively developed chanoyu
to what it is today
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B

A.
B.
C.
D.

BEAUTIFULLY SIMPLE MATCHA IS KIND TO THE BODY AND SOUL

Sen no Rikyū (1522-1591) is considered the founding
forefather of the 'way of tea'.
Born to a merchant family in what is currently Osaka,
he became a tea master, eventually serving the ruler of
Japan at the time, Toyotomi Hideyoshi.
Up until then, tea was enjoyed in noisy and flashy
teahouses with lavish utensils. The wabicha that
Rikyū advocated pursued the beauty of asceticism in
a minimalist Japanese sense. There are three schools
which exist to this day that are from his direct lineage.

A

I

F.
G.
H.
I .
J.

W

hen attending a tea gathering,
the following should be observed
by the guest. The chawan should
be handled very carefully. It should not be
lifted too far from the floor when it is being
observed. Pick it up with both elbows resting
on ones knees and take a closer look. Kobukusa
(F) is sometimes necessary when observing the
ceremony's utensils. It would also be ideal to
bring a kaishi (H) to place the sweet on and a
kashikiri (I) to cut it as well.

Kobukusa (small cloth). It is a 15cm square piece of cloth. Many of the patterns used today are those that were favorites of tea masters of old.
Fukusa (cloth). It is used along with the kobukusa depending on the utensils used. Size varies according to the school of chanoyu.
Kaishi (paper). Paper used as a plate for the confectionery. It is folded and used with the circular side towards oneself.
Kashikiri (pick). Used to cut the main sweet. It is often patterned with various decorations, such as flowers and animals.
Sensu (fan). Fans used for the tea ceremony are smaller than regular fans and are not used to cool oneself. It is the symbol of the guest and
is used for greetings and viewing different items in the tearoom.
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HOW TO WHISK MATCHA
First prepare the matcha powder, chawan (tea
bowl), chashaku (tea scoop), and chasen (whisk
used to mix matcha and water). Using the
chashaku put in 2 scoops (about 2gm) of matcha
into a sifter and sift into the chawan. Pour about
60ml of hot water (around 90°C) into the chawan.
Hold the chawan so it doesn't move with your nondominant hand, and hold the chasen between the
thumb and forefinger of your dominant hand.
Quickly whisk the tea in a vertical back-and-forth
motion. When fine bubbles begin to appear on the
surface, slow your whisking and gently lift up the
chasen taking it out from the center of the chawan.
The speed and intensity of whisking is what
ultimately determines the flavor of the matcha.
Take this chance to experience the tea ceremony
for yourself at ITOHKYUEMON MAIN BRANCH (see
previous page) in Uji city.

Experience
MATCHA

ITOHKYUEMON is a well-established and famous
tea store founded in 1832, specializing in Uji tea. The
main branch has a tea house adjacent to it conveying
the beauty of the fragrant Uji tea. The store, which
is decorated with seasonal scrolls and flowers and
designed to look like a tea room, exudes the atmosphere
of chado, or the tea ceremony. One may enjoy a
number of dishes using plenty of Uji matcha, which
is only possible at a specialty shop of tea. The tea and
confectionary set is most popular. You can select one
drink and one confectionary from the 6 types of tea –
for instance matcha or Uji matcha cappuccino, and 4
types of confectionaries such as tea dango (tea flavored
dumplings on a stick) and matcha rolled cake.

Take Some Home
The store is proud of a wide variety of fine tea and
matcha confectionaries – ideal as a purchase for
yourself or as a souvenir. There also is a Japanese tea
advisor who is an expert on tea in the store. Feel free
to ask the advisor anything, including how to select
the right tea or tips for brewing the perfect cup of tea.

Visit

1

2

3

4

TEA ROOM

Ajirogi ¥2,160 (30g)￥
Matcha carefully ground using a
stone mill. The sweetness comes
to the forefront counterbalancing
the tea's natural bitterness.

伊藤久右衛門 本店

MAP

ITOHKYUEMON MAIN BRANCH

24

P

8

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 0774-23-3955
ADDRESS 宇治市莵道荒槙19-3 ／ 19-3 Todouaramaki, Uji-shi
OPEN 10am-6:30pm (Last order: 6pm) CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ¥1,000 SMOKING No
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WEB http://www.itohkyuemon.net/

Rikyu Set ￥¥7,560
Matcha bowl, tea scoop, tea cloth, whisk, tea
canister, and Uji matcha tea, are all in the set,
so you can enjoy whisking tea at home.

Toyotomi Hideyoshi is famous as a Samurai general who
was one of the great unifiers of Japan during the Sengoku
period (1467–1603). His legal wife “Nene” established
KODAI-JI Temple to mourn him. It contains the tea room
“Kasa-tei”, featuring a distinctive ceiling resembling a
traditional Japanese umbrella. This Important Cultural
Property was designed by the eminent tea master, ”Sen
no Rikyu,” who was close to Hideyoshi. From April 12th
(Tue.) to 24th (Sun.), there is a special tea ceremony
hosted here for the public (¥1,500 per person).

高台寺

MAP

KODAI-JI TEMPLE

P

58
9

TEL 075-561-9966
ADDRESS 京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526
526 Kodaiji shimogawara-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5:30pm (Gates close at 5pm) *Open occasionally for
special nighttime viewing in the spring, summer, and autumn
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION ¥600 (Includes admission fee for Sho Museum)
SMOKING No

WEB https://www.kodaiji.com/e_index.html
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You can experience the way of tea sitting
in a chair at this shop. Randy Channell
Soei who is a professor of tea for
Urasenke, one of the schools for chado
(ref. p.12), carefully explains the basics
from the history of tea to etiquette of
the ceremony. He is very popular for his
relaxed and laid-back attitude. One can
enjoy matcha cappuccino and matcha
confectionaries in the café on the first
floor of the same building.

らん布袋

MAP

41 A-4

ran Hotei

P

10

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-801-0790
ADDRESS 京都市中京区上瓦町64 京都三条会商店街内

64 Kamikawara-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, in the Kyoto Sanjokai Shotengai shopping street
OPEN 11:30am-8pm (Fri. to 11pm, Sat. & Sun. from 11am)
CLOSED Thu. PRICE from ¥460 SMOKING No

Tea Ceremony Experience Course
Availability: By Reservation
Reservations: email info@ranhotei.com (contact the shop by phone if reservation is for the same day)
Number of people: Starting at 2 PRICE ￥3,500

Learn

茶道体験

カメリア

MAP

TEA CEREMONY CAMELLIA

P

58
11

TEL 075-525-3238
ADDRESS 東山区高台寺南門通下河原東入る桝屋町349 番地12

349-12 Masuya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-6pm CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No

AVERAGE ￥2,000

WEB http://www.tea-kyoto.com/

Lecture details
Held every hour from 10am-5pm PRICE ¥2,000
Recommended to book one day in advance via email or phone
TEL 075-525-3238 ／ camellia.teaceremony@gmail.com
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WEB http://ranhotei.com/

UNRYU-IN is a 20 minutes’ walk from the Tōfuku-ji Station
on the JR Keihan line. At the UNRYU-IN (sub temple) located
within the SENNYU-JI Temple compound you can enjoy a special wagashi (traditional Japanese sweet) along with matcha.
There is the “Dairininnoma” (or flower room) overlooking the
beautiful garden among other rooms and you are allowed to
drink your matcha in any room you desire. Find a place to your
liking and enjoy a quiet moment of tranquility while sipping
matcha. Additionally UNRYU-IN is a shakyo-dojo (hall for sutra
transcription) that has more than 600 years of history. A cup
of tea after transcribing sutra can by very gratifying!

Enjoy

about CHADO

Located on Ninenzaka on the way to KIYOMIZU-DERA Temple is a traditional Kyoto town
house where you can experience an authentic
Japanese tea ceremony. Following a lecture
about the history and method of the tea
ceremony, you can try making tea by yourself.
One step into the narrow side street will wrap
you in silence, a dramatic change from the
bustling main street. We are sure it will be one
of the highlights of your trip to Kyoto. Enjoy a
cup of tea in a beautiful Japanese tatami room.

鶴屋吉信

菓遊茶屋

TSURUYA YOSHINOBU

KAYUJYAYA TEA HOUSE
ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-441-0105
ADDRESS 京都市上京区今出川通堀川西入ル 鶴屋吉信本店２階
Tsuruya Yoshinobu Main Store 2F, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
(on the west side of Imadegawa and Horikawa junction)
OPEN 9:30am-5:30pm（Last order） CLOSED Wed.
PRICE from ¥972 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.turuya.co.jp
*Reservation not required

MAP

40 A-2

P

13

雲龍院

UNRYU-IN
TEL 075-541-3916

MAP

41 D-6

P

12

ADDRESS 京都市東山区泉涌寺山内町36

36 Sennyujiyamanouchi-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm (Gates close at 4:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥900
(Includes matcha, wagashi (confectionary) and admission fee)
SMOKING No

MATCHA

TSURUYA YOSHINOBU, a long-established wagashi
house that was founded in 1803, is where you can
experience something special in the KAYUJYAYA tea
house, a craftsman making a wagashi right in front of
you. The beautiful seasonal wagashi that is created is
just like magic. While observing the skill of the craftsman, enjoy a cup of matcha tea. Also next to the KAYUJYAYA TEA HOUSE is the tea space “OYASUMIDOKORO”
where one can view the tea garden. When enjoying
the taste of confectionery, you can also observe the
tea cups as well.
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お茶の京都
U ji/U jitawara Area

Uji

30-40 min by Keihan Bus from any of these stations.
(to Industrial Park, Ryokuenzaka)

Keihan Uji Line

Uji Stn

DISCOVER YOUR OWN KYOTO
TO BE A TEA REGION

U

ji, located on the south side of Kyoto city, is
where the unique green tea indispensable
to matcha was created. There are many
well-established tea shops founded in the Muromachi
period (approx. 1336-1573) existing to this day. The
scent of tea will tantalizingly entice the traveler to

Uji Stn

Kintetsu Kyoto Line

Ujitawara

30 min

62

307

Ujitawara

Birthplace of
Nagatani Souen

Birthplace of Nagatani Souen
30 min by walk from Kogyo Danchiguchi
(Industrial Park) bus stop

Kintetsu Kyoto Line

walk

Shintanabe

Under the motto “Discover your own Kyoto to be a tea region”, the southern
region of Kyoto Prefecture, which includes Uji and Ujitawara, is said to be
the birthland of matcha tea, sencha, and gyokuro. In this region where a
unique tea culture remains, there is the beautiful scenery of tea fields, a
tea wholesale districts, and tea festivals. It has been registered in “Japan
Heritage” as the “A historical walk through 800 years of Japanese tea”.

Japan Heritage are items that the
Agency for Cultural Affairs has
registered for their storytelling
of Japanese culture and tradition
via the historic charm and
features of the region.

EXPERIENCE

A long-established teahouse that was founded in
1160 at the foot of the Uji Bridge, the store has a wide
range of teas – from those for ordinary use to very
unusual luxury products. If you are eating at the
teahouse, we
recommend the
matcha cream
anmitsu (¥850)
where the
syrup is mixed
with freshly
ground green
tea leaves.

A rare teahouse that has its own tea field, it does everything from cultivation to sales. This teahouse sells
not only matcha, but also original teapots and other
tea-related items. The Mont Blanc roll cake (¥1,470,
distributed by
KYO-OHANA)
which uses
Uji tea in the
sponge cake,
cream, and
sweet bean
paste is popular
as a souvenir.

It is the tea room of Tea Shop KANBAYASHI that
has a history of presenting tea to the shogunate
during the Edo era. The tea created by selecting
and blending different tea from different fields
are a gem, but
you will surely
find the matcha
you whip up
yourself while
being taught
how by the
staff, even
more delicious.

通圓

堀井七茗園

MAP

喫茶

P

KISSA

TSUEN

3

JR Nara Line

Shin-Tanabe Stn

SWEETS

MAP

24

P

HORII-SHICHIMEIEN

14

22

Kogyo Danchiguchi
(Industrial Park)
bus stop

JR Nara Line

the world of tea. The next village over, Ujitawara, is
known as the birthplace of sencha, a green tea that is
popularly drunk in Japanese households. After finding
peace gazing over the beautiful tea fields, enjoy a cup
of tea or matcha sweets, and get to know Japanese tea
a little better.

Keihan Uji Line

Uji

ACCESS

24

かんばやし

KANBAYASHI

MAP

24

P

15

The store owner grew up in a long-established teashop
and opened this store in front of the BYŌDŌ-IN Temple
gate. Along with selling a selection of tea leaves and tea
utensils, the shop offers customers a chance to brew tea
inside the store,
allowing them
to gain a deeper
appreciation of
tea - experiencing
how tea varies
depending on how
it is brewed and
the type of tea leaf.
茶舗

赤門茶屋

CHAHO AKAMONCHAYA

16

MAP

24

P
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TEL 0774-21-2243

TEL 0774-23-1118

TEL 0774-22-2514

TEL 0774-21-2058

ADDRESS 宇治市宇治東内1 番地

ADDRESS 宇治市宇治妙楽84

ADDRESS 宇治市宇治妙楽43

1 Higashiuchi, Uji, Uji-shi

84 Myoraku, Uji, Uji-shi

43 Myoraku, Uji, Uji-shi

ADDRESS 宇治市宇治蓮華21（平等院正門前）
21 Renge, Uji, Uji-shi (BYŌDŌ-IN Temple main gate)

OPEN 10am-5:30pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 9:30am-5pm CLOSED Irregular holidays

OPEN 9am-6pm (Last order: 5pm) CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 10am-5pm CLOSED Irregular holidays

SMOKING No (smoking space available outdoors)

SMOKING No

SMOKING No (smoking space available)

SMOKING No

WEB http://www.tsuentea.com/

WEB http://uji-shichimeien.co.jp/

WEB http://www.otya.co.jp/

WEB http://www.akamon-chaya.com/
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MASTERPIECES USING
GENEROUS AMOUNTS OF UJI TEA

T

Popular
TOURIST AREA

UJI
This area is famous for the BYŌDŌ-IN Temple and UJIGAMI-JINJA Shrine,

he scent of tea wafting from ITOHKYUEMON
brings the store to your attention right away.
Located halfway up the BYŌDŌ-IN Omotesando
street, this specialty
shop of tea has more
than 180 years of history in making tea.
In this day and age
where modernization
and convenience are
king, it continues to
make luxury tea with a stone mill using the traditional
technique. In the store there are about 30 types of Uji

both registered as world heritage sites.

matcha are are extremely popular.
The instant Uji matcha cappucino is also very popular
among those who appreciate authentic matcha flavor.
At this store they also introduce new, innovative, and
unique products that convey the charm of Uji tea. One
of these is alcohol made with Uji tea. Wine, plum wine,
and sake made with the color, fragrance, and taste of
tea were created with ingredients from Kyoto and in
collaboration with a brewery with close ties to Kyoto.
You can taste the tea and alcohol free of charge, so you
can select the one that you like. This long-established
tea house continues to give birth to original products
suited to each of the four seasons of Kyoto. You are sure
to be enchanted whichever season you visit.

It is also famous for specialty products such as matcha and Uji tea.
We have listed restaurants and souvenir shops that you definitely want to stop by
when you are in Uji. Definitely drop on by!

MIMURODO Stn.

Please refer to P43 for map legend.

Ujitawara
Town Holl

三室戸駅

KOMERI

P18

コメリ

宇治田原町役場

8

307
Tawara
Elementary School

27
P30

Uji Stn.

田原小学校

宇治駅

The Tale of Genji Museum
源氏物語ミュージアム

Hashidera Houjoin Temple

Uji Stn.
宇治駅

ra

J

橋寺放生院

14
P22

22

Ujigami Shrine
宇治上神社

P25

P23

17

宇治神社

iR
宇
治

平等院

川

Agata Shrine
縣神社

伊藤久右衛門 平等院店

RECOMMENDATIONS
Uji Matcha Walnut Rice Cake

Zenpou Temple
P26
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¥ 583 (6pcs)
¥ 567 (5pcs)

Uji Matcha Rice Cracker

¥ 882 (24pcs)

Temari (Uji Matcha Monaka)

¥ 907 (8pcs)

Uji Matcha

fromfrom from ¥ 1,030 (30g)

Uji Sencha

from ¥ 540 (100g)

Uji Matcha Wine

24

Those who make a duty-free purchase and display a
copy of “Why KYOTO?” at time of purchase will receive a
complimentary original teapot. The teapot is decorated
with the store’s motif on a
white background is simple
in design and perfect for
making 1-2 person servings
of sencha and gyokuro tea
at home. You can also refer
to the English leaflet in the
store to learn how to brew
the perfect cup.

er

Byodoin Temple

Uji Matcha Cappucino
善法寺

SPECIAL OFFER

iv
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P23

Uji Shrine

Uj

P22

21 P26
20 P26

18
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Agat a あが
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tea made traditionally by hand including matcha and
sencha, not to mention many products that use generous
amounts of Uji matcha. In particular, there are about
40 types of matcha
confectionaries
that catch the eye.
Rice cakes where
the slightly bitter
aftertaste of matcha
perfectly balances
with the nutty flavor
of walnuts and rice
crackers where you
can really taste the

¥ 1,296 (300ml)

ITOHKYUEMON BYODOIN BRANCH
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

MAP

24

P
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TEL 0774-23-2321
ADDRESS 宇治市平等院表参道
Byōdō-in Omotesando, Uji-shi
OPEN 10am-5pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥1,000
WEB http://www.itohkyuemon.net/byoudoin_branch.html

25

For a memory of your trip

SPECIALLY SELECTED WAGYU STEAK

Kyoto Uji matcha sweets
that you can buy at the airport

STEAK HOUSE HANAYASHIKI greets you with
a small gate and a stone path leading you into a
landscape where you can really feel the history of
Kyoto. In the store which was originally a tea house,
the counter seats overlook the well-maintained
garden from large windows. Enjoy the superb wagyu
(high-quality and premium beef from a specialty
Japanese breed of cattle) that the chef prepares
right in front of you. You can also enjoy seafood and
seasonal vegetables as well. Spend a special time
in this quaint space and allow your five senses to
experience the sights, sound, and scent – You will
find everything delicious.

ステーキ割烹

Kansai International Airport

花やしき

MAP

24

STEAK HOUSE HANAYASHIKI

P
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TEL 0774-23-1515
ADDRESS 宇治市宇治塔川 20

¥10,000

SKY PLAZA

South Terminal 2F Departures Lobby
L/UNIVERS (South Lobby)

IRODORI

WEB http://www.ukifune-en.co.jp/english/

THE BEST PLACE TO GET
A UJI TEA GIFT!

UNIQUE JAPANESE ITEMS
AS SOUVENIRS

MASUDA TEA STORE was
founded in 1912. Modern,
trendy goods line the
shelves including Uji
tea sold in stylish small
portions (50g, from ¥700)
along with matcha and
hojicha cappuccino sticks.
The matcha soft ice cream
made with freshly ground
matcha is rich in taste.

Coin purses printed with
tea, BYŌDŌ-IN phoenixes
and dango (Japanese
dumplings) and Uji tea
cosmetics are only a few
of the many original items
available at WAMUU. At
the back is our cafe, which
features special dim sum
made with Uji tea.

There is a store in the
Byōdō-in Omotesando
shopping area as well!

増田茶舗

MAP

24

MASUDA TEA STORE

P

20

Wi-Fi
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North Terminal 2F Departures Lobby

International (Terminal 2)

SMOKING No

和夢兎

WAMUU
Wi-Fi

TEL 0774-21-4034

TEL 0774-23-8184

ADDRESS 宇治市宇治蓮華 21-3 ／ 21-3 Renge, Uji, Uji-shi

ADDRESS 宇治市宇治蓮華 12 ／ 12 Renge, Uji, Uji-shi

OPEN 9am-6pm (Café last order: 5:30pm）

OPEN 10am-6pm *Café: from 11am

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No

CLOSED Irregular holidays

WEB http://masudachaho.jp

Osaka International (Itami) Airport

SKY SPOT / MIYABI / YOROZU / NAGOMI

CLOSED Thu.

￥4,000

Domestic (Terminal 2)
International (Terminal 1)

OPEN 11:30am-2pm, 5pm-9pm
AVERAGE

APPLAUSE AEROPLAZA

KAB PLAZA / APPLAUSE 2F / APPLAUSE 3F
APPLAUSE Terminal 2 Bldg.

20 Togawa Uji, Uji-shi

Aeroplaza Hotel

Domestic (Terminal 1)

AVERAGE ¥600

WEB http://www.uji-wamuu.com/

MAP

24

P

21

Rikyu Series baumkuchen, koichia rusk, matcha dorayaki,
and matcha warabi-mochi made with rich matcha from Uji, Kyoto,
can be purchased at Kansai International Airport and Itami Airport.

SHOU UJI AYANA

匠、宇治彩菜

Wi-Fi

TEL 0774-24-3620 ADDRESS 宇治市宇治妙楽175-5 USビル 1F ／ US Bldg. 1F, 175-5 Myoraku Uji, Uji-shi
OPEN 10am-5pm CLOSED Irregular holidays

AVERAGE ￥1,000

MAP
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P
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和束町

TRAVEL THROUGH CHAGENKYO
EXPERIENCE TEA FROM WAZUKA

F

Wazuka-cho

irst, head to the antenna shop,
WAZUKACHA CAFÉ. An antenna
shop offers specialty food and
gifts representative of a certain locale.
This store offers a wide range of teas
from the Wazuka area, as well as teabased sweets. Enjoy tasting and learning how to brew delicious tea at the café. We also recommend visiting
the TENKU CAFÉ, a log house-style tearoom located up the hill, where
you can enjoy a panoramic view of the entire town. Reservations can
be made at the WAZUKACHA CAFÉ, where you can also order a takeout tea set. Enjoy the rich taste of green tea with a stunning 360 degree
panoramic landscape view. You can also rent bicycles at WAZUKACHA
CAFÉ for those who want to break a sweat.

HEAD OVER TO THE HISTORICALLY
RICH TEA DISTRICT OF WAZUKA

T

Landscape Heritage site. The tea farms that neighbor
the Japanese-style homes are a reflection of the long
history between the town people and tea. Just over
the hill from the city, you’ll discover the paradise
known as Chagenkyo. Walk along the tea farms of
Wazuka as if you’re in a Bordeaux vineyard.

he town of Wazuka, located in the southern
region of Kyoto, is a major producer of Uji
tea and is also the largest producer of tencha
green tea (leaves used for matcha) in Japan. The
sprawling tea farms create a beautiful landscape,
and the area has even been registered as a Kyoto

LAKE
BIWA
Tea Plantations in Harayama

KYOTO
Kyōto

Ōtsu

Wazuka Tenmangu Shrine

SHIGA

SABOU

JR Tōkaidō Main Line

26

JR Nara Line

WAZUKACHA CAFÉ
& TENKU CAFÉ 23

Wazuka-cho

HYOGO

WAZUKACHAYA

Kamo

Ōsaka
Kōbe

Kizu

Tennōji

TAKENOKO 25
OBUBU TEA FARMS
Tea Plantations
in Kamatsuka

YAMAJIN 24

Wazuka Yamanoie

MIE
Tea Plantations
in Shirasu &
Ishitera

Nara

convenience store（LAWSON）

Tea Plantations in Erihara

JR Osaka Loop Line
Kansai
International
Airport

JR Yamatoji Rapid Service

OSAKA
NARA

Approx.

1 hr by JR

Kyoto Station
Kamo Station

ACCESS
Tennōji Station
Approx.

28

49 min by JR

18 min
by BUS

Approx.

Wazuka
Yamanoie

和束茶カフェ

MAP

WAZUKACHA CAFÉ

P

28
23

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 0774-78-4180

ADDRESS 京都府相楽郡和束町白栖大狭間35
35 Ohasama Shirasu, Wazuka-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5pm (From 9am on Sun. only)
CLOSED Open every day (except New Year holidays)
PRICE Products: ¥1,500-¥2,000
Café: ¥300-¥1,000
Bicycle Rentals: ¥1,000/day
SMOKING No
WEB https://www.facebook.com/wazukacha.cafe

TENKU CAFÉ
¥500 for 1 hour per person to reserve the whole café
(By reservation only) *Outside food and drinks allowed

和束茶屋

やまじん

WAZUKACHAYA

YAMAJIN

MAP
P

28
24

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 0774-66-7722

For those who want to enjoy eating tea sweets, head over to WAZUKACHAYA YAMAJIN. The Hojicha jelly (¥350), made with carefully
selected tea leaves, has a stunning light brown
color with a sweet scent. The combination of
matcha ice cream and handmade azuki bean
paste creates a sweet and rich taste. You can
also choose from a wide range of tea leaves in
the store and select the ones you like to brew
a fresh cup of tea. The sweet Nonoka tea leaf is
popular among foreign tourists.
If you cycle for about 10 minutes on a rental bicycle, you will spot SABOU TAKENOKO, a Japanese restaurant loved by local residents where
you can enjoy delicious meals and sweets. We recommend the Uji
sencha set (¥400) that comes with tea cakes and green tea. The sencha
green tea, which was carefully selected by
Japanese tea appraiser Yoshinori Matsumoto,
has a strong sweet and refreshing taste, and
will relax your tired body. The food menu
features dishes made with local ingredients,
with a vegetarian menu available as well.
For those who want to learn more about tea,
we recommend taking the tea tours conducted by OBUBU TEA FARMS. At the Guided Tea Tour hosted every Tuesday and Thursday (Lunch & Gift for ¥12,000, Reservation required),
an English guide will introduce you to the tea
farms which have beautiful landscape views,
and you can also enjoy eating local tea soba
(buckwheat) noodles for lunch, and taste over
10 types of tea. There are three types of tours
to choose from. After enjoying Kyoto and Nara,
we highly recommend you to experience the
Japanese tea culture in Wazuka.

ADDRESS 京都府相楽郡和束町白栖大狭間26-5
26-5 Ohasama Shirasu, Wazuka-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5pm
CLOSED Wed.
PRICE From ¥350
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.yamajin-cafe.com

茶房

竹の子

SABOU TAKENOKO

MAP
P

28
25

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 0774-78-3630
ADDRESS 京都府相楽郡和束町園大塚３
3 Sono Otsuka Wazuka-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto
OPEN 8:30am-5pm(Last order: 4:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day (except New Year holidays)
PRICE Food ¥800 Café ¥500
SMOKING Yes
WEB http://www.nakaoen.com/sabou_takenoko.html

おぶぶ茶苑

OBUBU TEA FARMS

MAP
P

28
26

TEL 0774-78-2911
ADDRESS 京都府相楽郡和束町園大塚２
2 Sono Otsuka, Wazuka-cho, Soraku-gun, Kyoto
OPEN Hiking Tea Tour: 11am-3pm
Guided Tea Tour: 11am-3pm
*Reservations required (Through the website or by
telephone)
PRICE Hiking Tea Tour: ¥6,000
Guided Tea Tour: ¥12,000
SMOKING No
WEB https://obubutea.com/
Tea Tour English Website:
https://obubutea.com/services/japanese-tea-tours/
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Location: KINMATA (see next page)

CASUALLY ENJOY
JAPANESE CUISINE

We have been in the business of growing tea
for a long time, approximately 300 years in the
land where Japanese green tea originated. We
present to you excellent tea that we create using
technology and knowledge handed down from
generation to generation.

This is where you can
enjoy Kyoto-style home
cooking called Obanzai.
For breakfast (¥550) you
can select up to 4 side
dishes from around 15
available and for lunch
(¥800) you can select up
to 6 side dishes. The set
comes with miso soup
and rice (white rice or
mixed grain) with free
additional servings of
rice. Yubadon (soy milk
skin simmered with
other vegetables) is also
very popular.

古畑園

京菜味

MAP

KOBATAEN

24

P

27

のむら

KYOSAIMI

NOMURA

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 0774-88-2115
ADDRESS 京都府綴喜郡宇治田原町大字荒木立川 32
32 Araki-Tachikawa, Ujitawara-cho, Tsuzuki-gun, Kyoto prefecture
OPEN 9am-5pm CLOSED Sun., Public holidays, some Sat.
WEB http://www.kobataen.com/en/

Taste testing, parking available.

OY YOUR DA
J
Y
EN
from the

MORNING

breakfast
MAP

42 A-2

P
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TEL 075-257-7647
ADDRESS 京都市中京区蛸薬師通烏丸西入ル橋弁慶町 224
224 Hashibenkei-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 7am-2pm *Lunch: 10am-2pm CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE Breakfast from ¥550, lunch from ¥800
SMOKING No

K

yoto is a popular tourist destination visited
by many. Hotel buffets are nice but why
not take to the streets for a refreshing stroll?
In this column we introduce popular Japanese
restaurants that are popular breakfast spots
and long-established tea shops of traditional
Kyoto style, in addition to popular newer stores.

30

31

breakfast with a

nice view

I

NODA COFFEE is a long-established coffee
shop that is representative of Kyoto. Even
among Japanese tourists, there are many who
are excited and "definitely want to go to INODA
to have a cup of their coffee." It is that popular.
"BREAKFAST IN KYOTO" (¥1,380) consists of freshly
baked, flaky croissants, fluffy scrambled eggs,
and boneless ham made using traditional German
methods and satisfying to anyone who orders it. The
coffee, for which this store is famous, is made using
the Inoda style, with the sugar and milk already
added. We recommend the terrace on a warm day.

イノダコーヒ 本店

INODA COFFEE MAIN STORE
ENGLISH MENU

MAP

P

42 B-2
31

TEL 075-221-0507
ADDRESS 京都市中京区堺町通三条下ル道祐町140
140 Doyu-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 7am-7pm (Breakfast to 11am)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ¥380
SMOKING Designated area

T

his inn was founded in 1801. The building
is typical Kyomachiya (Kyoto townhouse
architectural style) and is designated
as a registered tangible cultural property of the
country. Currently it is operating as a Kaiseki
cuisine (traditional multi-course Japanese meal)
restaurant as well as an inn accommodating only
two parties per evening. The breakfast served to
guests has gained popularity. Now, one may even
visit to solely to enjoy breakfast. One may dine at
tables in a modern space or in private rooms that
look over a Japanese garden, though reservations
are required for both. Enjoy breaking your
fast in a superb atmosphere where piping-hot
dashimaki (Japanese omelets) and rice cooked in a
traditional iron kettle can be enjoyed along with
other traditional seasonal breakfast dishes.

懐石・宿

近又

MAP

KAISEKI INN KINMATA

P

Wi-Fi

42 C-3
30

TEL 075-221-1039
ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通四条上ル大日町407
407 Dainichi-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Morning Breakfast 8am-9am
Noon Kaiseki 12pm-1:30pm
Evening Kaiseki 5:30pm-7:30pm
Please arrive within the time indicated above, by reservation only
CLOSED Irregular holidays, Breakfast closed Wed. & Thu.
PRICE 1) Table ¥3,500-¥4,000, additional service charge 10%
2) Private room ¥4,500-¥5,000, additional service charge 15%
*all prices before taxes
SMOKING No

32

WEB http://www.kinmata.com

33

A

café on the corner of the street
run by an owner who gained
barista experience in
Australia. The espresso is reputed to
be really good, made using a Synesso
espresso machine and specialty
coffee beans. With a great selection
of morning sets to choose from, the
one most recommended is the “Salad
Pancake Set” (¥980). The pancake is made
from whole-wheat flour rich in dietary fiber
and minerals and provides the perfect finish to
complement the salad, giving morning energy to customers.

42 B-1

P

ADDRESS 京都市中京区東洞院通御池上ル笹屋町455 日宝烏丸ビル１F
Nippo-Karasuma bldg.1F, 455 Sasaya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 7:30am-7pm (Last order),

Sat. and public holidays: 8am-6:30pm (Last order) Breakfast until 10:30am
AVERAGE ¥750 SMOKING No

breakfast in a

casual setting

34

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-253-1058
ADDRESS 京都市中京区高倉御池下ル亀甲屋町605
605 Kikkoya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-6pm (Last order: 5:30pm), Breakfast until 10am
CLOSED Tue. (unless national holiday)

￥1,000

AVERAGE

¥1,300

SMOKING No (smoking space available outdoors)
WEB http://www.matsunosukepie.com

P37

39

P46

49

P10

京都ヨドバシ

Higashishiokoji Park

東塩小路公園

44

Kyoto Tower

Shiokoji 塩 小 路 通

キャンパスプラザ

リーガロイヤルホテル京都

P38・39

P35

36

スバコ・JR京都伊勢丹店

P35

Porta

JR-Kyoto
Isetan Dept.

メルパルク京都

The CUBE

Bic Camera JR京都伊勢丹 京都駅ビル専門店街 Hotel Granvia Kyoto

ビックカメラ

P30

P35

29

KyotoCentury Hotel

ホテルグランヴィア京都

ザ・キューブ

37

Mielparque Kyoto

京都駅前地下街 ポルタ

京都センチュリーホテル

京都総合観光案内所

￥880
SMOKING No WEB http://nasukamo.net/

34

¥1,350

東寺通

ホテル京阪京都

*Mornings are buffet style.
Last order is 10:20am.

36 ティーハウス

リプトン ポルタ店

TEA HOUSE LIPTON
PORTA STORE

CAFE

37

新福菜館 本店

SHINPUKUSAIKAN
MAIN STORE
ENGLISH MENU

竹田街道

Toji

Hotel Keihan Kyoto

Takeda-kaido

Lunch: 11am-4pm (Last order: 3pm), Dinner: 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm)

2

El Inn Kyoto

烏丸通

OPEN Morning: 7am-10am (Last order: 9:30am),

P4

OPEN 7am-11pm(Last order: 10:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

OPEN 8am-10pm(Last order: 9:30pm)

エルイン京都

Karasuma

276 Ougisakaya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

新・都ホテル

イオンモール京都

近鉄京都線

ADDRESS 京都市下京区綾小路通東洞院東南角扇酒屋町276

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

TEL 075-351-2732

Aeon Mall Kyoto

Muromachi 室 町 通

41

ENGLISH MENU

CLOSED Open every day PRICE

42 B-4

Shinmachi 新 町 通

P

Aburanokoji

MIYAKOYASAI KAMO SHIJOKARASUMA MAIN STORE

New Miyako
Hotel

CAFE/DINING

CLOSED Open every day

Hachijo 八 条 通

油小路通

MAP

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-342-2577

TEL 075-343-3901

KYOTO Stn.
京都駅

賀茂 四条烏丸本店

SUVACO JR KYOTO ISETAN

ENGLISH MENU

Kyoto Tourist Information Center

35

PORTAL CAFE

PORTAL CAFÉ

京都タワー

Campus Plaza
Kyoto

Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto

4

Kyoto Yodobashi

35

Takakura 高 倉 通

Shichijo 七 条 通

Subway
Karasuma Line

地下鉄烏丸線

東本願寺

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

T

Higashi-Honganji Temple

西洞院通

KYOTO
STATION
AREA

his popular restaurant serves Miyako
Yasai, a locally grown vegetable, in a
buffet. At the “Garden Buffet” as the salad
buffet is called, a wide variety of vegetables, some
organic, that were carefully cultivated by local
farmers are beautifully arranged. In addition,
the “Obanzai (side dishes)” featuring not just rice
and miso soup but a wide variety of Japanese and
Western dishes are also served buffet style. Breakfast
opens at 7am, and is priced reasonably at ¥490. Savor the
vegetables of Kyoto and eat to your heart’s content.

都野菜

P

MORE OPTIONS!

Nishinotoin

CLOSED Sun.

MAP

42 B-1

MATSUNOSUKE KYOTO MAIN STORE

shop run by Akio Hirano who learned
and received a diploma on how to bake
traditional American confectionaries while
studying in New England in the US. In the morning
you can enjoy scones, biscuits, and pancakes. Rising
in popularity is the granola (¥680 with a drink).
Use plenty of yogurt on the homemade granola with
fruit. Takeout is also possible for part of the menu.

32

TEL 075-741-7439

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

Wi-Fi

松之助 京都本店

A

MAP

ENGLISH MENU

Horikawa 堀 川 通

Sentido

RAMEN

TEL 075-371-7648
OPEN 7:30am-10pm
(Wed. from 11am-3pm)
CLOSED Irregular (Wed.)

Please refer to P43 for map legend.

35

Ayam-YA
LOCAL HALAL CERTIFICATE
Despite being as
thick as tonkotsu
pork-bone ramen,
the light aftertaste
of the chicken
potage ramen is
extremely popular
among women. The
whole chicken stock
soup is an exquisite
dish. Conveniently
accessible, very close
to Kyoto Station.

ADDICTIVE SPICINESS
& RICH TASTE

Chicken Potage Ramen
¥800

ENGLISH MENU

MAP

TEL 075-344-1456

P

ADDRESS 京都市下京区御方紺屋町 2-1-11

35
39

2-1-11 Mikatakonya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm, 6pm-10pm
CLOSED Sun., public holidays
AVERAGE ¥800 SMOKING No

Show your copy of “Why KYOTO?”
and your dish will be topped with

half an egg for FREE
A L L DAY D I N I N G

This restaurant is famous for their unique Japanese
hot pot called Aka-Kara (literally means “red and
spicy”. It features broth made from Nagoya miso
paste and red togarashi (Japanese chili pepper).
In addition, vegetables such as Chinese cabbage,
Tsukune meatballs, and beef/pork offal can be
found in the hot pot, and you can choose the spice
level. Finish your meal with delicious cheese risotto
or ramen with the remaining broth. More than 60
kinds of drinks are served together with the dishes.

赤から 京都烏丸三条堺町店
AKAKARA

KYOTO KARASUMA SANJO SAKAIMACHI LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

MAP

TEL 075-241-1185

P

42 B-2

ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通堺町東入ル
桝屋町 67 NEOS三条
NEOS Sanjo, 67 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

40

OPEN 4pm-12am (Last order: 11pm)
CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥2,000 SMOKING Yes

K AZAHANA

ALL DAY DINING ‘KAZAHANA’ features an open kitchen
where you can watch the chefs cook before your eyes in this
formal venue that serves a wide variety of cuisine. You can
relax and dine while enjoying views of the courtyard.

EAT AS MUCH FRESH VEGETABLES AS YOU LIKE

Opening Hours (Last Order)

MIYAKOYASAI

06:30 - 11:00 (10:00) / 11:00 - 15:00 (14:30) / 17:00 - 22:00 (21:30)

KAMO

賀茂

都野菜

ENGLISH MENU

T E A LO U N G E

OPEN Breakfast: 7am-10am (Last order: 9:30am)
Lunch: 11am-4pm (Last order: 3pm)
Dinner: 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10pm *Kyoto Aquarium Store at 9pm)

H O R I K AWA

CLOSED Open every day

Have a pleasant chat at this tea lounge and bar while gazing at the

PRICE Breakfast: ¥490, Lunch: ¥880, Dinner: ¥1,350 SMOKING No

central courtyard. The texture decorating the space evokes the

Opening Hours (Last Order)

endless flow of the courtyard waterfall and the graceful flow of

TEA LOUNGE ..................... 11:00 - 17:00

time, creating a comfortable and enjoyable atmosphere.

BAR HORIKAWA ............ 17:00 - 24:00 (23:45)

四条烏丸本店

SHIJO KARASUMA MAIN STORE

MAP

P

42 B-4
41

TEL 075-351-2732
ADDRESS 京都市下京区東洞院通綾小路下ル扇酒屋町 276

KOIMATCHA Assorted Chocolate

276 Ogisakaya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Cute , round chocolates and chocolates made with Gion
Tsujiri matcha served as a dessert set.

河原町店

6 pieces ¥1,400 / 9 pieces ¥1,800

KAWARAMACHI STORE

KOIMATCHA Sablé
Desserts in collaboration between Kyoto Tokyu Hotel and
the historical teahouse Gion Tsujiri established in 1860.
5 pieces ¥750 / 8 pieces ¥1,200 / 16 pieces ¥2,400

MAP

Gojo-sagaru, Horikawa-dori, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto-shi 600-8519
Tel: 075-341-2411 http://www.kyoto-h.tokyuhotels.co.jp/en/
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With stores in 3 locations, these buffet
restaurants let you eat all the vegetables you
want. Enjoy as much as you like of the organic
vegetables from farmers in Kyoto and lowpesticide vegetables, which are used in over
30 dishes of salads, steamed vegetables, and
obanzai (Kyoto-style home cooking). Breakfast
(¥490), lunch (¥880), and dinner (¥1,350).

MAP

P
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TEL 075-222-2732
ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通蛸薬師上ル奈良屋町 297-2

297-2 Naraya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都水族館前店

KYOTO AQUARIUM STORE
TEL 075-361-2732

MAP
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ADDRESS 京都市下京区大宮通木津屋橋上ル上之町 439-1

439-1 Kamino-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
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Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum
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Dining at an inn
with a taste of Japan

WAGYU BEEF GRILLED SHABU-SHABU
IN A "CRYSTAL POT"

S

anjo Street houses the Museum of Kyoto created
by Kingo Tatsuno who designed Tokyo Station,
among other historic buildings, creating a
unique atmosphere. The SACRA building, standing on
intersection of Sanjo Street and Fuyacho Street, is one of
the bank buildings built during the Taisho period (19121926). The basement of the annex to this building is
convenient to stop in for lunches and break time during
a walk or shopping.
The cuisine is directed by Chef Kensuke Sakai who was
the youngest contestant to appear on the legendary TV
show “Iron Chef”. Here you can enjoy Italian style Kaiseki where Kyoto food ingredients and Italian techniques
make a lovely marriage. Pasta made with a generous
amount of vegetables
from contracted famers in
Yamashina and the hors
d’oeuvres are proof of
his superb taste. We will
explain a little about the
Kaiseki Italian, an original
menu that is popular with
both lunch and dinner
guests. It comes in a special
crystal pot, which means
we can make the dish without using a drop of oil, and
without it smoking; it is a do-it-yourself cooking style
that brings out the best flavor from the ingredients.
One may choose between the daily special entree, meat,
or fish for the main dish, at set prices from ¥1,598 for
lunch, and from ¥2,984 for dinner. The best way to grill
the wagyu is to grill until the color slightly changes,
without grilling to excess. You will surely become a fan
of the wagyu, ranging from a rare-done rose-tinted to
any other level of finish you like.

44

The matcha menu
available throughout
the day is also this
store’s specialty. The
matcha tiramisu (¥810)
made with matcha,
mascarpone and
dainagon azuki beans,
the kyo catalana (¥810)
made with matcha,
sesame seed, Tamba
roasted soy powder
and other ingredients,
are part of the collection of desserts as
well as a selection of
drinks such as matcha
latte and matcha ginger latte.
The restaurant has 97
seats and plenty of room for group tours, families, and
other large parties. The walls of the private room in the

A

n old traditional Kyoto residential
townhouse, located near the
HIGASHIHONGAN-JI Temple, was
converted to an accommodation facility.
In the evening when the lights go on, the
atmosphere is that of a high-class traditional Japanese restaurant in Gion. The
cafe bar offers lunch, dinner and drinks.
The menu is centered on Japanese style
dishes, allowing you to relax and enjoy the
flavors in a tranquil local setting.

T

he dishes are all prepared by the veteran
master chef. The shabu-shabu & tempura set
dinner (¥2,500) is a shabu-shabu where you
dip thin slices of pork in a soup and the classical
favorite tempura. We also have a selection of healthy
menu items such as deep-fried UFO, where cabbage,
laver, and other ingredients are stuffed and fried in
a pastry made with soybean and rice (¥180 each).

Cafe Bar

の輪

MAP
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CAFE BAR NOWA

P
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-342-6010
ADDRESS 京都市下京区若宮通六条下ル若宮町 542
542 Wakamiya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-12am
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE

￥1,000

¥2,000

SMOKING Non-smoking seats available

back of the dining space are lined with prints of Hollywood movies and famous Japanese anime, almost as if it
were a gallery. These prints, as
well as the sumi ink samurai
illustrations by Masayuki KoJo that line the corridor, are all
for sale, so feel free to inquire
if something catches your eye.

京懐石イタリアン

three 京都三条店

STAY AT A TRADITIONAL JAPANESE-STYLE HOUSE
Accommodation facility in a converted
traditional Kyoto townhouse.
Stay in a Japanese tatami room.
Plans with kimono and tea ceremony experience
are also available.

MAP

KYOKAISEKI ITALIAN THREE KYOTO SANJO STORE
ENGLISH MENU

WEB http://www.nagomi-nowa.com/

P
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Wi-Fi

京宿

ロマン館

KYO-YADO ROMANKAN

47

TEL 075-212-1150

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 京都市中京区富小路通三条上ル福長町 101 SACRA ANNEX B1
SACRA ANNEX B1, 101 Fukunaga-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-342-6016

OPEN Lunch: 11:30am-2:30pm ／ Tea time: 2:30pm-5:30pm

Dinner: 5:30pm-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE

￥2,000

SMOKING No (except at the terrace seats）
WEB http://three-italian.com

¥4,000

MAP
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P

ADDRESS 京都市下京区若宮通六条下ル若宮町 542
542 Wakamiya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
CHECK-IN 3pm

CHECK-OUT 11am

PRICE Overnight stay from ¥5,000 a night per person
WEB http://www.nagomi-romankan.com/
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ENJOY THE LIVE PERFORMANCE OF YAKITORI FIRE!
Yakitori (charcoal-grilled
chicken skewers) is one
of Japan’s favorite foods.
TSUJIYA uses fresh chicken
and organic vegetables from
local farmers. You can also
enjoy a variety of other options such as tofu, tempura,
and Japanese sake. Enjoy the
cozy atmosphere of Kyoto.

BRIGHT RED SPANISH BAR
Enjoy tapas at BAR MAR
España with a glass of wine
in one hand. The store heats
up when crowds gather every
night. Raw ham made with the
finest Iberico bellota, paella
made with whole sea bream
fish stock, ahijo made with
lots of ingredients – the dishes
are authentic, but the prices
are reasonable. And a bottle
of wine starts at a surprising
¥2,300. It is a 1 min. walk from
the nearby Shijo Karasuma
Station.

TSUJIYA
Kyoto Charcoal Grilled Skewers
WEB http://www.kyoto-tsujiya.com/

本店

MAP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
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TEL 075-241-3719
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通二条上ル

蒔絵屋町256 関広ビル B1F ／ Kanko Bldg.
B1F, 256 Makieya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都駅前店

MAP
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KYOTO STATION LOCATION

P

BAR MAR España 烏丸店
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TEL 075-365-8160
ADDRESS 京都市下京区塩小路通西洞院

BAR MAR España SHIJO KARASUMA STORE

西入ル北不動堂町570-3 2F ／ 2F, 570-3
Kitafudodo-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ENGLISH MENU

P
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OPEN 4pm-2am (Food Last order: 1am, Drink Last order: 1:30am)
Fri.: 4pm-3am (Food Last order: 2am, Drink Last order: 2:30am)
Sun.: 4pm-12am (Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm)
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TEL 075-371-5825
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通御幸町下ル
大寿町400 ／ 400 Daizu-cho,
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ￥3,000 SMOKING Yes

WEB http://barmar.aprecia.co.jp/shop/karasuma.html

Enjoy Yourself with Our
Selected Wines & Dishes

MODERN JAPANESE IZAKAYA

Just a 5-minute walk from the Kyoto
Imperial Palace, Terrace Restaurant:
FEERIE serves a variety of wines as
well as hors d’oeuvres, tapas, and a
host of complementary cheeses in a
buffet format. Enjoy the wines however
you like — pay the fixed price for the
all-you-can-drink wine buffet or enjoy
tasty but inexpensive bottles.
from ¥ 3,900
¥ 2,500

KYOTO BRIGHTON HOTEL Terrace Restaurant

Féerie

MAP

P

40 B-3

ENGLISH MENU
ADDRESS 京都市上京区新町通中立売（御所西）京都ブライトンホテル 1F

Kyoto Brighton Hotel 1F, Nakadachiuri, Shinmachi-Dori, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-2:30pm *2 buffet seatings on Sat., Sun., and public holidays.

Weekdays: 5:30pm-9pm Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 5pm-9pm
(*Sat., Sun., and public holidays, the time limit of the buffet is 2 hours.)

CLOSED Open every day PRICE Buffet: from ¥3,900, Wine Buffet: ¥2,500
WEB http://www.kyotobrighton.com/

DOMA DOMA Japanese style pub
(izakaya), where the indirect
lighting creates a relaxing mood.
In addition to the a la carte
menu of cheese and vegetables,
you can enjoy fresh seafood such
as sashimi. The course menu
offers a Japanese beef sukiyaki
course, a chewy beef simmering
hot pot, in addition to the main
hot pot dishes. All courses
include appetizers, noodles, and
dessert at reasonable prices. You
can add an all-you-can-drink
course with over 60 drinks to
choose from – from draft beer to
sangria.
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TEL 075-441-4425 (Direct number, available between 7am-9pm)

46

52

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル長刀鉾町31 四条ビヨンドビル B1F
Shijo Beyond Bldg. B1F, 31 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP

SHIJO GOKOMACHI LOCATION

SMOKING No

42 B-3

TEL 075-241-4822

四条御幸町店

Buffet
Wine Buffet

MAP

P

土間土間 木屋町三条店

DOMA-DOMA KIYAMACHI SANJO STORE
ENGLISH MENU

MAP

P

43 D-2
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土間土間 西院駅前店

DOMA-DOMA SAIIN STATION STORE

MAP

40 A-3

P

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-211-5000

TEL 075-316-7000

ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条下ル材木町 179 エフエス木屋町ビル 2F

FS Kiyamachi Bldg. 2F, 179 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区西院東淳和院町 1-1 アフレ西院ビル 6F
Afure Saiin Bldg. 6F, 1-1 Saiinhigashijunnain-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-5am CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 5pm-5am CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING Yes
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Appetizing Japanese Beef Steak at
Traditional Machiya House Izakaya
SPIT ROASTING

CHIFAJA IS THE PLACE FOR
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT YAKINIKU!

from ¥ 170 (per skewer)

ORIGINAL APOLLO FRIED
DUMPLINGS (6 pieces)

C

¥ 420

TEMPURA ON SKEWERS

¥ 1,620 (for 10 skewers)

KUSHIKATSU, FRIED SKEWERS
from ¥ 120 (per skewer)

KYO APOLLO ROKKAKU
京アポロ六角

075.212.2233

tel.
http://www.kyo-apollo.jp/

MAP

42 B-2

P
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ADDRESS 京都市中京区六角通
高倉西入ル滕屋町178
178 Chigiriya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am
（Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm）

CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING Yes

SIRLOIN STEAK 100g ¥2,500

Special Japanese beef charcoal grilled
fillet steak 100g
from ¥ 2,500
Fresh vegetable salad, made with local
Kyoto vegetables
¥ 890
Kyo-yasai* tempura platter

¥ 680

Japanese Gyoza Apollo original fried
Dumplings (6 pieces)

¥ 380

*Certified traditional vegetables locally harvested in Kyoto

HIFAJA GENUINE
YAKINIKU established the all-youcan-eat yakiniku grilled
meat culture in Kyoto. The
original location opened in
Kawaramachi Sanjo in the
heart of Kyoto 28 years ago,
and now there are 18 CHIFAJA restaurants throughout
Kyoto, Shiga, Osaka and even
Yamanashi. We offer three
all-you-can-eat yakiniku
courses. The reasonably priced Light Course features 53
items and covers the basics (from ¥2,300 plus tax). We
recommend the CHIFAJA ro-su loin. The popular Standard
Course offers a satisfying lineup of 68 items (from ¥2,800
plus tax). This course features everything from super
kalbi ribs to aged rib roast
and white rice to finish off
the meal. The Excellent
Course is the best of all
(from ¥3,300 plus tax).
The black beef kalbi ribs
and extra special, raisedin-Japan ro-su loin and

河原町本店

MAP

43 D-1

KAWARAMACHI
ORIGINAL LOCATION

P
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アポロプラス

075.253.6605

tel.
http://www.apollo-plus.net/
ADDRESS 京都市中京区三条通堺町東入ル

Special Japanese beef fillet cutlet with
home made demi-glace sauce, 100g from ¥2,500

42 B-2

P
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NIJO
LOCATION

MAP

41 A-4

P
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MAP

P

43 D-3
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TEL 075-255-7777

TEL 075-821-4129

TEL 075-252-4129

ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条上ル西側

ADDRESS 京都市中京区西ノ京栂尾町 1-6

ADDRESS 京都市中京区高瀬川筋四条上ル紙屋
町 674-2 ／ 674-2 Kamiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku,
Kyoto

下丸屋町 410-3 ユニティー河原町ビル 8F ／ Unity
Kawaramachi Bldg. 8F, 410-3 Shimomaruyacho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Bivi 二条 1F ／ Bivi Nijo 1F, 1-6 Nishinokyotoganoo-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

MAP

P

43 D-2
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烏丸仏光寺店

KARASUMA
BUKKOJI LOCATION

OPEN 5pm-5am (Last order: 4am)
CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

四条河原町店

SHIJO KAWARAMACHI
LOCATION

OPEN 11am-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

MAP

42 A-4

P
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ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-256-1129

TEL 075-371-1129

ADDRESS 京都市中京区山崎町 252-1 河原町

ADDRESS 京都市下京区仏光寺通室町東入ル

OPEN 5pm-12am

OPEN 11am-1am (Last order: 12am)

OPEN 5pm-1am (Last order: 12:30am)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

SMOKING Yes

SHIJO KIYAMACHI
LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

竹本ビル 1 〜 3F ／ Kawaramachi Takemoto Bldg.
1F-3F, 252-1 Yamazaki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Open every day

四条木屋町店

ENGLISH MENU

桝屋町67 NEOS 三条 2F・3F
NEOS Sanjo 2F/3F,
67 Masuya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

（Food Last order: 11pm, Drink Last order: 11:30pm）
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MAP

二条店

ENGLISH MENU

AVERAGE ¥4,320 SMOKING Yes

APOLLO PLUS

harami skirt steak are
certain pleasers, and
only the Excellent
Course includes the
abundant side menu. Dessert is also all-you-can-eat, so
feel free to indulge! Each course starts at 90 minutes in
length, but we also offer 120-minute courses for those
who like to enjoy yakiniku at a more relaxed pace. The
interior decoration is fancier than you may expect for
a yakiniku restaurant. Each restaurant exhibits unique
characteristics while capturing a Kyoto-like feel. CHIFAJA
is perfect for large groups and dates alike. The secret to
our popularity
is the way we
set the perfect
scene for any
type of outing.
Why not
enjoy genuine
yakiniku in a
decidedly Kyoto atmosphere
in one of the
most popular
yakiniku
restaurants?

釘隠町 248-4 ／ 248-4 Kugikakushi-cho,
Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

CHIFAJA
GENUINE YAKINIKU

http://www.chifaja.com/
https://www.facebook.com/yakinikuChifaja.BBQ/
https://twitter.com/YakinikuChifaja
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UTANOKOJI

YOUR HUB for

詩の小路

2 LOCATIONS

SHINKYOGOKU

ENJOYING
KYOTO

MAP

TEL 075-221-0010

P

42 C-2

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通三条下ル桜之町407-1
407-1 Sakurano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

62

Clothing, sundries, accessories. Everything
in the store is at
a unique price of
¥390 (plus tax).

An original
T-shirt shop
themed on Zen
Buddhism. Japanese Calligraphy
and silk screen
workshops are
also available.

Popular shop
that provides
a lineup of creative Japanese
brands with
individuality,
leading the street
culture of Kyoto.

THANKYOU MART KYOTO SHINKYOGOKU

JAPO-RHYTHM

WHATZIS

TEL 075-221-2339

TEL 075-211-0439

TEL 075-213-3678

WEB http://www.390yen.jp

WEB http://www.japo-rhythm.jp/

WEB http://whatzis.jp

OPEN 11am-8pm (Excluding some stores) CLOSED Irregular holidays

TERAMACHI

MAP

TEL 075-211-5100

P

42 C-3

ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通錦小路下ル東大文字町292
292 Higashidaimonji-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

http://w w w.utanokoji.com

63

OPEN 11am-8pm (Varies according to the store) CLOSED Irregular holidays

Celebrating over
25 years since its
birth in L.A., this
symbolic street
culture brand
continues to be a
pioneer.

BLUE IN
GREEN is
a specialty
shop
handling
both imported and
domestic men's fashion and goods.

Specialty store
for VOLCOM,
the world’s
first brand
in covering
skateboarding,
snowboarding
and surfing.

Collection
of Japanese
designer brands
loved by music
fans. Both new &
used are stocked
here.

Handles all types
of instruments,
guitars, drums,
keyboards, and
such. Japanese
made guitars and
basses are especially well stocked.

20 years have
passed since the
brand was born,
and the selection
of original Kyoto
brands just
keeps growing.

XLARGE KYOYO

Blue in Green

REGULATOR KYOTO

MAISON OTOGI

MUSIC LAND KEY

U.S. BOARDER -KIXX-

TEL 075-213-3056

TEL 075-254-3002

TEL 075-255-5955

TEL 075-255-2225

TEL 075-254-7780

TEL 075-213-4630

WEB http://www.xlarge.jp/

WEB http://www.blueingreen.jp

WEB http://regulator.jp

WEB http://twitter.com/maisonotogi

WEB http://www.musicland.co.jp/store/kyoto

WEB http://www.usboarder.net

®

Offers the newest collection
from GAS, a
beautifully
detailed Italian
denim brand
famous all over
the world.

European reinterpretation of
Carhartt® workwear, a famous
brand loved by
Americans for
over 100 years.

A specialty
CD & record
shop dealing
in avant-garde
music including
experimental
music, sound art
and free jazz.

Relax with a
haircut and
head massage
set (¥4,980) or
makeup + hair
styling (¥5,980).

You can drop by
without bringing a
thing – making it a
hit with customers.
Quality kimono
rentals from
¥5,980. Hair styling
also available.

The engagement
and wedding
rings produced
are very Japanese
in design at this
long-established
jewelry store in
Kyoto.

GAS KYOTO

Carhartt WIP by WHATZIS

parallax records

GUICHES

KIMONO GUICHES

MIYABI flagship shop

TEL 075-241-3715

TEL 075-213-3678

TEL 075-211-2543

TEL 075-241-7557

TEL 075-211-5565

TEL 075-241-3813

WEB http://www.gasjeans.com

WEB http://whatzis.jp

WEB http://parallaxrecords.jp

WEB http://guiches.co.jp

WEB http://guiches.co.jp

WEB http://miyabi.mu

®

A variety of
domestic and
imported
men’s brands
centered mainly
on streetwear
including caps
and hoodies.

Select shop
that stocks rare
sneakers as
well as items
from the brands
SUPREME, A
BATHING APE
and much more.

Dance
school specializing
in street
culture
where
Kyoto
people who love to dance converge.

Hold
lessons and
meetings
in the
center of
the city.
Rental
space available 24 hours.

One of the most
popular Nepalese
restaurants in
the center of
Kyoto. Any dish
can be made
vegetarian on
request.

PROOF

closet

FLY DANCE STUDIO

FLY RENTAL STUDIO

YAK & YETI

Famous for its
shaved ice as
fluffy as fresh
fallen snow.
The flavorings
– matcha and
fruit – are also
healthy.

YUKINOHANA KYOTO TERAMACHI
ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU
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TEL 075-255-0007

TEL 075-744-1821

TEL 075-212-0888

TEL 075-212-0888

WEB http://www.rakuten.ne.jp/gold/proof-webstore

WEB http://closet-ciy.com

WEB http://double-fly.com

WEB http://rental.double-fly.com

TEL 075-213-7919

TEL 075-231-8755
WEB http://www.yukinohana-cafe.com
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EVOLUTION OF
RAMEN NOODLES
Tsukemen (ramen dipped in soup) where the
noodles and soup are served separately is a style
of ramen that has
evolved in Japan.
The noodles, made of
stoneground whole
wheat are said to be
similar to buckwheat
noodles and have a
rich wheat flavor.
Dip these noodles in
to the superb soup.
The rich soup clings
to the noodles for a
delicious result.
麺匠

たか松

MENSHO TAKAMATSU

TEL 075-252-8270
ADDRESS 京都市中京区蛸薬師通東洞院西入ル一蓮社町 312

312 Ichirensha-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-11pm

CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥800 SMOKING No

MAP

P

42 B-2
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IZAKAYA
SHIJO KIYAMACHI LOCATION

This ramen soup is
made with niboshi
(dried small
sardine) as its base.
In addition, 5 other
flavors including
katsuo (bonito),
tonkotsu (pork
bones), and aburasoba (dry noodles without
the broth) are available. You can order extra
noodles (up to 300g), cabbage, bean sprouts, and
se-abura (lard pork fat)
for free. The amount that
is served is well received
among customers. The
photograph is their
Nibojiro ramen (¥750).

You can enjoy delicious
Kyoto-style home cooking at reasonable prices.
MARUYA also has a
wide variety of refreshing drinks that will go
great with your meal.
Gyoza

¥ 480

Okonomiyaki

¥ 550

MAP

P

MABOROSHI NO CHUKASOBA KATOYA
KYOTO HYAKUMANBEN NIBOJIRO

40 C-2
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AUTHENTIC SUSHI
AT A REASONABLE PRICE

Kyoto-style Udon ¥ 500
Zarusoba

¥ 500

Kyoto-style
Deep-fried Tofu

¥ 530

Assorted sushi *6 nigiri sushi consists of tuna,
yellowtail, salmon and others. Plus one rolled sushi (tuna
¥2,980 +tax
and cucumber)

Table Charge

¥ 300

Assorted sushi + tempura set

居酒屋

まるや 四条木屋町店

ENGLISH MENU

幻の中華そば 加藤屋 京都百万遍 にぼ次朗

ENGLISH MENU

*Store closes when supplies run out

MARUYA

RAMEN WITH A
JAPANESE FLAVOR

MENU WITH PHOTOS

MAP

P

TEL 075-241-0819

43 D-3
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ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通四条上ル鍋屋町223
223 Nabeya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-2am (Last order: 1am)

TEL 075-761-6767

CLOSED Open every day SMOKING Yes

ADDRESS 京都市左京区吉田泉殿町 1-90

1-90 Yoshidaizumidono-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-3pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥790 SMOKING No

GET YOUR FILL OF WAGYU STEAK!
Indulge in a French-style
Teppanyaki course. Our
courses start with French
hors d’oeuvres and finish
in style with a Japanese
Black Wagyu steak. We use
steaks that have matured
for two weeks to develop
its flavor. The meat being
grilled in front of your
eyes is also a splendid
performance!

Saturdays are especially busy.
Please refrain from calling the restaurant directly.
At least one drink and one dish order per person please.

*Tempura consists of two prawns

¥ 3,980 +tax

Eel sushi 6 pieces

¥1,500 +tax

ぎをん

津崎

GION TSUZAKI

MAP

43 F-3

P

ENGLISH MENU
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TEL 075-525-8850
ADDRESS 京都市東山区新橋通花見小路東入ル林下町436-2
436-2 Rinka-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-2pm, 6pm-10:30pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING Yes

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
SHABU-SHABU & STEAK
We recommend shabu-shabu,
where you eat thinly sliced beef
and pork loin after briefly dipping
it into boiling broth. (from ¥1,280
for women, from ¥1,580 for men).
A full 90-minute all-you-can-eat
menu that includes sukiyaki and
steak. Enjoy delicious meat cooked
to your liking - by you!
しゃぶしゃぶ・ステーキ・鉄板鍋 食べ放題

鉄板焼きステーキ

ニクゴテン

素福

TEPPANYAKI STEAK

Shabu-Shabu/Sukiyaki/Steak-Hormone-Pot
All-You-Can-Eat NIKUGOTEN

SO-FUKU

TEL 075-256-0333

OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 9pm)

SMOKING No
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TEL 075-251-6511

上大阪町 521 京都エンパイヤビル 8F
Empire Bldg. 8F, 521 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

AVERAGE ¥12,000

43 D-2

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル

CLOSED Irregular holidays

MAP

P

MAP

43 D-1

P
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ADDRESS 京都市中京区河原町通三条下ル山崎町238 あじびる河原町9F
Ajibiru Kawaramachi Building 9F, 238 Yamazaki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-3pm, 5pm-11pm (Last order: 10:15pm)
*Sat. Sun., and public holidays: 12pm-3pm, 4pm-11pm
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING Yes
Japanese-style seating available for groups of 7-48 people (Reservations required)
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ISHIYAKI

WA COSMETIC &
WA FACIAL TREATMENT
At kyo-miori, a traditional Japanese cosmetics store,
we handle cosmetics and Japanese sundries themed
around “kind to the skin, and more beautiful than
ever”. We are not only committed towards how it
feels to use our products, but the cute designs of our
products are perfect for gifts as well. Our “Japanese
Wa esthe” is also very popular with the travelers
who want to ease the fatigue of their journeys.
京都柳小路

TEL 075-241-5855

Japanese black
beef, black pork,
and other foods
barbecued over
natural stones
from the foot
of Mount Fuji.
You can also
enjoy Kikuchi
rice – the rice
presented to the
emperor.
石焼

石庵 先斗町店

MAP

P

ENGLISH MENU

43 D-2
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TEL 075-254-8568
ADDRESS 京都市中京区東木屋町三条下ル材木町 178-3
先斗町日高ビル 1F ／ Ponto-cho Hidaka Bldg. 1F, 178-3
Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP
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43 D-3
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CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥4,000 SMOKING Yes

14% OFF of your restaurant bill.

田鶴

TAZURU

Enjoy Japanese cuisine in a historical building with a
great view of the Kamo river. The bright atmosphere
of the main dining hall and brilliant seasonal dishes
allows you to casually experience prestigious Kyoto
cuisine. From May to September, you can experience
Kyoto’s seasonal tradition of kawayuka (terrace above
the river). Accomodations are also available. There
are a variety of rooms, such as Japanese-style rooms
with tatami mats
where sleeping is
done on a futon.
The Western-style
rooms come with
beds. There is
also a special
suite with kitchen
& wine cellar.
Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル美濃屋町 179-1
179-1 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-2pm, 4pm-9:30pm (Last order: 7:30pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

MAP
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SMOKING Yes

43 D-4
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WEB http://tazuru.com/

*Up to ¥3,000

OPEN 10am-7pm CLOSED Mon.

京料理

ENGLISH MENU

Show your copy of “Why KYOTO?” to receive

ADDRESS 京都市中京区中之町 577-21
577-21 Nakano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

KYOTO CUISINE

TEL 075-341-3376

OPEN 5:30pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

kyo-miori

KYOTO YANAGIKOJI kyo-miori

ISSIAN

Welcome to KYOTO TOKYU HANDS
TOKYU HANDS is a shop that is filled with all kinds of items,
including kitchen supplies, beauty goods, stationery, and
bags, offering visitors fun discoveries and happy surprises at
every turn. And you will also find good souvenirs.

1F

・Bags & Wallets
・Mobile Phone Accessories
・Travel Accessories

2
3F

・Kitchen
・Laundry
・Cleaning Supplies

2F

・Health & Beauty
・Bath & Relaxation
・Sleep Care

4F

・Stationery
・Design
・Crafts & Material

SENKAKU TAZURU ANNEX
仙鶴

Tazuru Annex

京カフェ
Jazz music flows in a
building of modern
Japanese architecture
creating a soothing
atmosphere. You can enjoy
authentic Kyoto cuisine
with sprinkles of seasonal
ingredients in a casual
setting. Reservations are
recommended for the
window seats facing the
Kamo river. You can enjoy
kawayuka (terrace above
the river) during summer.

東急ハンズ 京都店

KYO CAFE

HITOKOE TANAKA

ひとこえ

多奈加

This cafe is a renovated machiya (Kyoto-style townhouse) located alongside the Takase river. You can enjoy
admiring the flow of the river and seasonal flowers on
the bright terrace. The menu features Japanese curry,
egg sandwiches, and zaru soba (cold buckwheat noodles
with a dipping sauce). Adjacent to the cafe, guest house
TAKASEAN will open soon (TEL. 075-341-3378).

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-254-3109
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル長刀鉾町 27
27 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-8:30pm CLOSED Open every day

MAP

WEB http://kyoto.tokyu-hands.co.jp/
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Exceptionally: purchase after 8:00pm
Possible until 12:00pm of next day.

Near Daimaru Kyoto
大丸京都店周辺店舗

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

TEL 070-5664-2357

ADDRESS 京都市下京区木屋町通松原上ル美濃屋町 177
177 Minoya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西木屋町通松原上ル清水町 454
454 Shimizu-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-10pm (Last order: 7:40pm)
*Open during lunch hours by reservation only
CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING Yes
WEB http://sen-kaku.co.jp/
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ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-341-7511

MAP
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OPEN 11am-7pm
CLOSED Thu.
SMOKING No
WEB http://hitokoe.kyoto.jp/

MAP
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PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY
Maikos walking down kagai (geisha district) are in the middle of
their work. Shouting after them
and taking photos like paparazzi
is rude. Please don’t hold them up.

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS
When booking a table, the restaurant not only reserves seats but
also carefully prepares a series
of ingredients and fresh produce
in advance. Please don’t put this
effort to waste. You might be
charged a cancellation fee.

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

EAT UP!

To the Japanese the straw tatami
mat is a symbol of the traditional
Japanese tearoom and conveys
the image of cleanliness. When
entering a Japanese-style room,
please wear socks or stockings.

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation
for the person who prepared it.
Only order as much as you can
actually eat.

MANNERS

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

IN KYOTO

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free
and pleasant stay. Please take note
of the signs posted in shrines and
temples so as to avoid doing or saying anything that may be considered
offensive. If you are unsure of something, a friendly English speaking
staff member is never too far away.

It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course use
any public bins you come across
or ask a shop owner if you may
make use of their bin.

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

PARK YOUR
BICYCLE IN
DESIGNATED AREA

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always
wait in line. If you arrive after
someone, make sure to join the
end of the queue, even if you are
in a hurry.

Please note that parking on
the footpath is illegal. Bicycles
parked on the footpath are considered a nuisance to pedestrians
and there is a high probability
that your bicycle will be towed
away by Kyoto City Services.

In order to prevent any accidents,
do not cross the street anywhere
else than on a zebra-crossing. It is
also forbidden to begin crossing
when the green light is flashing
and about to turn red.
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東山

WHY ARE PAPER STRIPES
COVERING A STONE MONUMENT?

A

t the shrine YASUI KONPIRAGU in Higashiyama,
there is a large monument
covered with numerous paper
charms. Called an enkiri enmusubi
ishi, it is a power stone monument for
breaking off bad and initiating good
relationships.
The monument is 1.5m tall, and 3m
wide. There is a tunnel in the center
that you can crawl through. After
first paying your respects at the main
inner sanctuary you may write down
a wish on a paper (katashiro), available next to the monument. Then
while holding the katashiro in your
hand, you recite your wish silently all
while crawling through the hole from
the front to the back, and then from
the back to the front. The process is
complete once you stick the katashiro to any place on the monument.
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Please refer to P43 for map legend.
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産寧坂

Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺

SOAK IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF
THE ANCIENT CAPITAL IN HIGASHIYAMA

H

igashiyama should be included in
every itinerary if one wishes to
experience the ancient capital
atmosphere. The best way to enhance
the mood is to don a kimono and stroll
through the area. MISSION GION near
YASAKA-JINJA Shrine is a kimono
rental shop that also provides hair
salon services. Modern-style kimono are
offered in addition to luxurious premium
kimono that one would expect from a longstanding kimono store, complete with feature
plans that include hair, makeup, and fitting.
Walking through Gion, you will see the tearoom SARYO TSUJIRI GION
MAIN STORE with a remarkable line of people waiting for a
seat. This tearoom is attached to a famed Uji tea store and
their flagship menu is the tokusen tsujiri parfait (¥1,386).
This is an elegant and generous parfait, using quite a bit
of high-quality Uji matcha. Though this is one of the more
popular restaurants in Gion, the mornings tend to be less
crowded.
How about lunch at the beef cutlet specialty store KYOTO
KATSUGYU KIYOMIZUDERA?
They use the leaner portions
of beef rich in flavor while
maintaining its juiciness, all contained
in a delightfully light breading.
For teatime between strolls, why not
step inside “KINAKOYA”? Kinako is
powdered, roasted soybeans and has a
natural sweetness while being good for
the body as well. The confectionaries
here are made using this ingredient.
Dorayaki kinako (¥702) is a pancake-like
cake sandwiching rich kinako cream. It
is popular and recommended item.
In Japan, spring signifies the season for departure and new beginnings.
YASUI KONPIRAGU on the foothills of Higashiyama (Higashiyama sanroku) is a shrine for breaking off bad and initiating good relationships.
After paying your respects at the enkiri enmusubi ishi (a power stone)
in the main inner sanctuary, stop by to visit the KONPIRA EMAKAN
MUSEUM as well. The wooden boards on which people write their
wishes are called ema (literally “horse picture”), and this dates back to
the early times when it was believed that divine spirits descended to
earth riding on horses. This museum is one of the few places in Japan
where you can learn about the
origins of these ema.
One place you want to walk
while wearing a kimono is
the stone-paved Hanamikoji
Street. The road is a popular
spot for taking photographs
thanks to its colorful Kyoto
atmosphere.

レンタル着物

Mission Gion

RENTAL KIMONO&HAIR
ENGLISH MENU

MAP
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-533-7317
ADDRESS 京都市東山区富永町129 赤坂ビル B1F
Akasaka Bldg. B1F, 129 Tominaga-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9:30am-8pm (Rental period: 9:30am-7:30pm)
CLOSED Mon. PRICE from ¥3,000
WEB http://mission-gion.com/

茶寮

都路里 祇園本店

SARYO TSUJIRI GION MAIN STORE
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-561-2257

ADDRESS 京都市東山区四条通祇園町南側 573-3
祇園辻利本店 2 階・3 階／ Gion Tsujiri Main Store 2/3 F,
573-3 Gionmachi Minamigawa, Higashiyama-ku. Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
Sat., Sun., and holidays (Last order: 8:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ¥1,080 SMOKING No

京都勝牛 清水寺

MAP

KYOTO KATSUGYU KIYOMIZUDERA
ENGLISH MENU
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-551-5366
ADDRESS 京都市東山区五条橋東6-583
6-583 Gojobashi Higashi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-8pm（Last order: 7:30pm）
*During the time that KIYOMIZU-DERA Temple is
lighted up: 11am-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥1,200

SMOKING No

きなこ家

KINAKOYA
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-551-2700
ADDRESS 京都市東山区上田町81
81 Ueda-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-5pm, Sat. Sun and holidays: until 6pm
CLOSED Wed. PRICE from ¥702 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kinakoya.info

安井金比羅宮

YASUI KONPIRAGU

MAP
P

TEL 075-561-5127

58
81

ADDRESS 京都市東山区下弁天町70

70 Shimobenten-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Feel free to browse any time of the day
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Free SMOKING No
WEB http://www.yasui-konpiragu.or.jp/en/

KONPIRA EMAKAN MUSEUM
OPEN 10am-4pm
CLOSED Mon., Aug.13-16, Dec.28-31
ADMISSION ¥500
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JAPANESE RESTAURANT

Special homemade noodles in a rich and tasty
vegetable based soup! Our most popular menu
item Musoshin has a thick, creamy soup rich
in flavor with a smooth and soft textured. It is
full of vegetables simmered fully to bring out
their goodness. We recommend Gion Kurosoba,
which uses black sesame/black vinegar/roasted
laver and Kuroshichimi (black seven spice) from
Hararyokaku, a well-established seasoning shop
in Kyoto's Gion district.

無双心 祇園店

MUSOSHIN GION LOCATION
(RAMEN NOODLES)

NISHISAKA

Yudofu & Tempura Set
Beef Steak Set
Beef Shabu Shabu
Kaiseki Course

¥ 3,980
¥ 4,300
¥ 4,500
¥ 8,000
Service not included

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園花見小路四条下ル

Shijo sagaru Gion hanamikoji, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通四条下ル小松町 558-2

558-2 Komatsu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

MAP

OPEN 11:30am-12am

P

CLOSED Irregular holidays
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AVERAGE ￥800 SMOKING No

OPEN 11:30am-3pm, 5pm-10pm

MAP

￥3,000
¥8,000
CLOSED Irregular horlidays
SMOKING No
AVERAGE
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ENGLISH MENU
ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通四条下ル大和町 7
祇園四条十彩ビル 1F ／ Gionshijo Toiro Bldg. 1F,
7 Yamato-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-2:30pm, 5:30am-10pm (Last order: 9:30pm)
CLOSED Mon.
SMOKING No

AVERAGE

¥1,000

¥2,500

Egg topping ¥150
In addition to ramen, other items using organic vegetable are available.

WEB http://gion-terasu.jp/

HEALTHY FOODS NOT CONTAINING
INGREDIENTS OF ANIMAL-ORIGIN

A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

O NOT
D
E
S
A
PLE
WIT

This ramen shop is a very rare shop that brings
together the traditional Japanese culture techniques,
and the best ingredients to ramen. The brewed shoyu
ramen (¥800) is “brewed” with an original soy sauce
to create a flavorful ramen and the soy milk white
soup ramen (¥950) which
includes absolutely no
animal-derived ingredients,
is only available here.
You can also enjoy other
fermented dishes and sake.

TEL 075-525-0727

TEL 075-533-2433

TEL 075-551-0345

RAMEN, MAKING THE
MOST OF JAPANESE
TRADITIONS

FINE

for smo

prohibit king in
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mumokuteki

Refraining from using ingredients of animal origin as best we
can, we produce variety of dishes primarily made of vegetables organically grown in our own farm located in North Kyoto. You can enjoy healthy foods without worrying about calories. In the same building on the first floor there is a notions
counter selecting the goods on the theme, “Natural and Comfortable Living”. The shop very popular among local women.

mumokuteki

ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通六角下ル伊勢屋町 351

351 Iseya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

2

3

MAP
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goods&wears (1F/B1)
TEL 075-229-6996
OPEN 12pm-7pm *Sat., Sun., and public holidays: 11:30am-7:30pm

cafe&foods (2F)

MAP
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The City of Kyoto has made it mandatory
not to smoke on the streets within the
city limits. The city has also established
"Public Non-smoking Areas" where street
smoking is strictly prohibited. Persons
smoking in a Public Non-smoking Area
will pay a ¥1,000 fine.

ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-213-7733
OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
PRICE from ¥1,000
CLOSED Irregular holidays SMOKING No
WEB http://www.mumokuteki.com/

1.Filling meal, yet very healthy hamburger made of Tofu bean curd. 2.Ramen
in pork bone-like soup made of soya milk, good to vegetarians too. 3.Fried
bean curd lees rich in dietary fiber yet low calories.
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嵐山

WHY NONOMIYA-JINJA SHRINE IS CALLED
"THE MATCHMAKING SHRINE"?

N

ONOMIYA-JINJA Shrine, located in Sagano, is said to have been built around 800 A.D. Its claim to fame is its
mention in “The Tale of
Please refer to P43 for map legend.
Genji”, a classical work of
Gioji Temple
Japanese literature. A number of
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GETTING AROUND ARASHIYAMA
BY RICKSHAW

W

elcome to scenic Arashiyama. For those of you that want
to explore Arashiyama, we recommend going by rickshaw
at EBISUYA KYOTO. A rickshaw - or jinrikisha - is a vehicle
equipped with a sofa-like chair and pulled by a strong shafu guide.
Rickshaw guides also make
great tour guides. They know
the history of the sightseeing
spots, can give you travel
recommendations, pull you
to beautiful and picturesque
scenery, and customize your
personal rickshaw tour.
English-speaking guides are
also available. Contact them
in advance to confirm their
availability.
If you are in Arashiyama,
then NONOMIYA-JINJA Shrine is a must-see spot. Just imagine this scene—
alighting from a rickshaw at the ancient torii gate of NONOMIYA-JINJA
Shrine. The black wooden gate is one of the oldest in Japan, carefully
erected without peeling off the outside layer of the Sawtooth oak wood.
It is said that your wishes will come true if you rub the round kameishi
(turtle rock) next to the main shrine. Give it a try!
After visiting the shrine, the rickshaw will travel through the bamboo
forest, one of the most scenic spots in Arashiyama. The ride will come
to an end, and then it is time for lunch. “OTSUKA,” a store famous for
its reasonably-priced wagyu steaks,
is located a short 10 minute walk
from NONOMIYA-JINJA Shrine. It
topped TripAdvisor’s list of the 10
Best Restaurants in Japan for 2015.
You will be tasting their wagyu
beef’s sweet and juicy flavor even
in your dreams.
If you are looking to try a variety of food, be sure to drop in at “ARINCO”
inside Arashiyama Station’s Hannari
Hokkori Square. This sweets shop
specializes in fluffy, moist roll cakes
stuffed with a variety of cream fillings.
The “Matcha Special Kyo Roll” (¥1,543),
filled with chestnuts from Tamba, Kyoto and uji matcha tea, is only available
at the main store.
Arashiyama has so
many places to see. You
should give yourself
ample time to explore
so that you don’t miss
anything. At the end of
it all, try gazing at the
famous Togetsukyo
Bridge and reflect on
the memories of your
travel.

えびす屋 京都嵐山總本店
EBISUYA

MAP
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KYOTO ARASHIYAMA MAIN STORE
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TEL 075-864-4444
Line dedicated for tourists:
075-864-2344 (Irregular holidays)
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町3-24
3-24, Tenryuji Sasakinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9:30am-sunset (varies according to the season)
CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ¥2,000
SMOKING No
WEB http://ebisuya.com/en/

野宮神社

NONOMIYA-JINJA Shrine

MAP
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TEL 075-871-1972
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨野々宮町1
1 Saga Nonomiya-cho, Ucho-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm (Last entrance: 4:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Free
SMOKING No

おおつか
OTSUKA

MAP
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-864-7989

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町20-10
20-10,Sagatenryuji Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-3pm(Last order: 2:30pm)
CLOSED Thu.
AVERAGE ￥2,500
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.steak-otsuka.com/

ARINCO 京都嵐山本店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA MAIN STORE
ENGLISH MENU
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TEL 075-881-9520
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町20-1 京福嵐
山駅はんなりほっこりスクエア 1F
Kyoto Arashiyama Station Hannari Hokkori Square 1F,
Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-8pm (10am-6pm from end Dec. to mid Mar.)
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE ￥850
SMOKING No
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TAKE A COFFEE BREAK
BEFORE AND AFTER VISITING THE MONKEY PARK

MUST-EAT ARASHIYAMA
GOURMET CUISINE

B

K

eautiful cherry blossoms bloom in the spring,
and vivid greenery begins to appear during the
early days of summer in Arashiyama. The symbol of the area is the Togetsukyo Bridge over the Oigawa
River. Across the bridge, you’ll find the “ARASHIYAMA
MONKEY PARK IWATAYAMA”, another popular tourist
destination among foreigners. The park offers a onehour hike where you can see wild monkeys roaming the
mountain. Also located at the bank of the Togetsukyo
Bridge is the “TOGETSU CAFÉ”, a perfect resting stop
to enjoy delicious
coffee brewed by
authentic baristas.
After being greeted
with the local Kyoto
expression, okoshiyasu, which means
“welcome”, you’ll
find an impressive espresso machine on the counter
where you place your order. Using coffee beans from
Ogawa Coffee, a brand beloved by local Kyoto residents
for many years, you can enjoy a wide range of beverages
such as a café latte (¥475) or the AeroPress coffee (¥432).
We also recommend the cappuccino (¥475) and matcha
latte (¥497) which are filled with creamy milk foam and
feature beautiful latte art in the form of cherry blossoms
or other Kyoto-themed images.

If you’re feeling hungry, you can order the assorted
mochi-an yatsuhashi (¥432), a Japanese confectionary
that combines ingredients such as raw yatsuhashi, red
beans, and soybean milk jelly. The delicious wagashi
sweets will surely soothe your tired body.

There are many other services prepared for travelers,
including free Wi-Fi and outlets where you can charge
your electronic devices with a USB
port near the counter by the window.
They even rent out chargers, so you
can rest while planning out where
to go next, or what to eat for lunch.
There is also a take-out menu available, giving you a myriad of options
to choose from.

トゲツカフェ

MAP
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TOGETSU CAFÉ
ENGLISH MENU

P
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-871-1310

YOMISAISAI
ARASHIYAMA ANJU
serves creative
Japanese dishes
with the finest
ingredients Kyoto
has to offer yudofu (boiled
tofu), Kyoto beef, yuba (tofu skins)
and namafu (steamed wheat
gluten). Located on Arashiyama’s
main street across from the
entrance to the bamboo forest,
the restaurant is a five-minute
walk from Togetsukyo Bridge.
The menu features a la carte don
rice bowls and 3,000 to 4,000 yen
courses with seven to nine dishes.
Large paper lanterns mark the location of ARASHIYAMA UDON OZURU.
The noodles - freshly
homemade every day
- have a smooth taste
and a springy texture.
Creative and popular
Arashiyama udon bowls
include Kyoto-style udon
and tempura udon with
namafu and yuba.

For French cuisine made
with Kyoto vegetables
and other ingredients, try
ARASHIYAMA KOHAKUDOU. The European hotel
atmosphere is perfect
for relaxing after a long
walk through the Sagano
area. The menu features
the popular hamburger
steak and courses from
2,000 yen in addition to vegetarian options. With an
extensive dessert menu, the restaurant doubles as a cafe
for lighter eating.
Finish off the day with Japanese sweets in the special
seating area at ARASHIYAMA OBUU. Enjoy full views
of Arashiyama and Togetsukyo Bridge from these
sought-after seats, and savor the lip-smacking matcha
green tea and hojicha
roasted green tea parfaits
you will only find in Kyoto. Matcha jelly, shaved
ice, and iced lattes are also
great ways to unwind.

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨中ノ島町官有地
Kanyuchi, Saganakanoshima-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-7pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays (due to maintenance, etc.)

京味菜彩 嵐山

SMOKING No (Smoking room available in the Shofu Pavilion)
*Free charging points (outlet and USB) *Free Wi-Fi
WEB http://www.kyoto-arashiyama.jp/cafe/

庵珠

KYOMISAISAI ARASHIYAMA ANJU

嵐山

ARASHIYAMA

62
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ENGLISH MENU
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京都 嵐山温泉 渡月亭別館

松風閣

SHOFUKAKU TOGETSUTEI BEKKAN
ARASHIYAMA ONSEN KYOTO
ENGLISH MENU

MAP

62

MAP

KOHAKUDOU

62

P
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ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-882-5521

TEL 075-861-0231

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺北造路町 48-3

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺立石町 1-4
1-4 Sagatenryuji Tateishicho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

48-3 Sagatenryuji Kitatsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

Located next to the TOGESTU CAFÉ is the
SHOFUKAKU, TOGETSUTEI BEKKAN, a
traditional Japanese restaurant known
for its delicious boiled tofu dishes. Enjoy
dishes such as the Tofu kaiseki (¥5,400)
and the
Take bentou
(¥3,240), which
is served in
a beautiful
bamboo
basket.

琥珀堂

MAP
P

OPEN 11am-8pm

OPEN 11am-6pm

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Irregular holidays

AVERAGE ¥3,000

AVERAGE ¥1,500

SMOKING No

SMOKING Designated area (Terrace only)

P
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-871-1310
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨中ノ島町官有地

嵐山うどん

おづる

ARASHIYAMA UDON OZURU
ENGLISH MENU

おぶう

MAP

嵐山

P

ARASHIYAMA

62
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MAP

OBUU

62

P
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ENGLISH MENU

Kanyuchi, Saganakanoshima-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL 075-881-5514

TEL 075-872-9022

OPEN 11am-2pm, 5pm-8pm

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 22-4

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 37-17 新八茶屋 2F
Shinpachichaya 2F, 37-17 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho,
Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

Sat. Sun. and public holidays from 11am-8pm (Last order: 7pm)
*Making reservations for Sat. and Sun. is recommended

22-4 Sagatenryuji Susukinobabacho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Open every day

SMOKING No (Smoking room available)
WEB http://kyoto-arashiyama.jp/

OPEN 11am-8pm
AVERAGE ¥990
SMOKING No

OPEN 11am-7:30pm (Last order: 7pm)
*Extended hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons

CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥1,000 SMOKING No
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SPEND THE DAY JUST
MONKEYING AROUND

NATURAL ONSEN, A SHORT TRIP
FROM KYOTO CITY CENTER

A

trip to onsen (hot
springs) is a must
for any visitor to Japan, but few travel packages
include onsen trips because
onsen towns are located far
away from big cities. The
solution is TENZAN-NO-YU AT
SAGANO ONSEN, a Japanese
onsen a quick trip from the
center of Kyoto – it’s actually
within Kyoto city limits. The
naturally hot water bubbles forth constantly, bringing the warmth of the earth
to the surface from 1,200 meters below. Bathing in such
fresh, hot water is certain to
melt away the stress of travel. Tenzan-no-yu features
outdoor baths, shallow baths
where you can lie down for
a rest, and themed baths for
children. The high number
of regulars speaks to the novel style of the various
baths. And after your onsen experience, why not enjoy

gourmet KYOTO DINING? We have a full menu that
includes sushi and tempura. We also offer a wealth
of spa treatments, from Korean body scrubs and Thai
massages to reflexology and other treatments to relax
the body and the mind. Bathers often finish off their
spa course with another dip in the onsen.

O
We are confident you will find the relaxation you are
seeking at TENZAN-NO-YU AT SAGANO ONSEN. Include a daytime stop at an onsen in your Kyoto sightseeing itinerary!

BATHING RULES
・We refuse entry to people with tattoos or other body markings, or who appear to be intoxicated. If tattoos or drunkenness
is discovered after entry, offending customers will be escorted
from the premises.
・Please do not take pictures inside the facility.
・Please do not bring food or drinks into the facility.
・Do not use mobile phones inside the changing rooms or bath
areas.
・Please do not enter the baths
while wearing swimsuits or
underwear.

bserve and photograph Japanese macaques (also
called snow monkeys) in their natural habitat.
A convenient day trip while visiting Kyoto,
Arashiyama Monkey Park Iwatayama lets you view a troop
of wild monkeys as they feed, groom, and play.
The park is not a zoo. It is home to over a hundred monkeys
who journey from their nightly residence in the forest to
a hilltop feeding area during the day, affording them, and
you, a spectacular view of the city of Kyoto. It also offers
a window onto the primate's world. Each monkey has a
name, and its age and familial relationships are tracked,
providing valuable insight for primate researchers. Can
you identify your favorites from their photos decorating
the walls of the visitors hut?
From cherry blossoms to autumn maple leaves, nature's
ever-changing backdrop highlights these magnificent
primates. Hike the trail that leads from the park entrance
to the viewing area, where you can feed the monkeys by
hand. Fun for the whole family!

京都嵐山

モンキーパークいわたやま

ARASHIYAMA

MONKEY PARK IWATAYAMA

ENGLISH DISPLAY

ENTRY FEE
ADULT General
General member
CHILD

FREE

TEL 075-882-4126

62

P
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ADDRESS 京都市西京区嵐山元録山町8

8 Arashiyama Genrokuzan-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Mar.15-Oct.31: 9am-5:30pm (Last admission: 5pm),

Nov.1-Mar.14: 9am-4:30pm (Last admission: 4pm)
*There may be occasions when the park will be closed early due to daylight hours.

OPEN 10am-1am (Last admission: 12am)

CLOSED Open every day (Except in case of heavy rainfall or typhoon)

55-4-7 Sagano Miyanomoto-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Every 3rd Mon. (Next business day if the 3rd Mon. is a public holiday)
WEB http://www.ndg.jp/tenzan/

ADMISSION Adult (Over 15 yrs old) ¥550,
Child (4 yrs old to 15 yrs old) ¥250

Togetsukyo Bridge
Oi River

Arashiyama Monkey Park
Iwatayama Entrance

SMOKING No *Specified smoking areas at the entrance and top of the mountain.
WEB http://monkeypark.jp

For everyone's enjoyment and safety, please observe the park rules.

Nakanoshima Park

■

ACCESS

■
■

Hankyu
Arashiyama
Line

a

Food service 11am-11:30pm ／ Drink service 11am-12am
Spa treatment 11am-12:50am (Last admission: 12am)
Korean body scrub 11am-12:40am (Last admission: 12am)

Randen
Arashiyama-Line

Arashiyama

am

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨野宮ノ元町 55-4-7

Saga-Arashiyama

Nonomiya-jinja
Shrine
Tenryuji Temple

iy

¥ 200
¥ 200
¥ 300

NO YU

JR Sagano Line

TEL 075-872-0950

sh
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¥ 500

SAGANO ONSEN TENZAN

MAP

99

ra

RENTALS
Towel set
Indoor wear
Indoor wear + towel set

¥ 1,050
¥ 950

天山の湯

62

A

Ages 4-12
Age 3 or younger

さがの温泉

MAP
P

5-minute walk from Hankyu Arashiyama Station.
5-minute walk from Randen Arashiyama Station.
15-minute walk from JR Saga Arashiyama Station.
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YOUR FAVORITES
Here is a treasure island where joy and happiness
spring up! You can surely find your favorites.

You can exchange 12 different
currencies into Japanese Yen

京雑貨

USD

EUR

KRW

TWD

THB

SGD

洛楽

SOUVENIR SHOP RAKURAKU
Tax-free Shop
TEL 075-864-5130
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 3-18
3-18 Susukinobaba-cho, Saga tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm CLOSED Open every day
WEB rakuraku-kyoto.com

CNY
and more

ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is located in the natural beauty
of Arashiyama, Kyoto. Since 1935, our shop has specialized
in the best bamboo products. At the original location, there
are over 1,000 items on display. At the Shoryuen Shop, across
from our original location, you can watch artisans weaving
bamboo baskets and also partake in the experience.

京都・嵐山

いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

BAMBOO SHOP

ORIGINAL LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

MAP

62

MAP

62
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Includes information in English & Chinese!
You can get a free copy at tourist information
centers, hotels, and tax-free shops.
Take advantage of the numerous tax-free shops throughout the city. The procedure
is also very easy; just make sure to show your passport upon purchasing the goods.
You will receive a “Record of Purchase” form that you must sign and keep with
you. When leaving the country, submit the form once you get through customs.

OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)
CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.takenomise.com/index.html

*There will be no refund at the airport. *Tax is not included in the price paid at the shop.

SHORYUEN LOCATION

MAP

TEL 075-861-5580

P

(facing the original location)

Free magazine with information
about tax-free shops in Kyoto City.

101

TEL 075-861-0076

ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F

8%OFF

P

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35
35 Tsukurimichi-cho, Saga tenryuji, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

P

TAX-FREE
SHOPPING!

62

Kyoto Original Sticker

102

The one who makes the purchase must show his/her original passport book in person.

CONSUMABLE ITEMS

COMMODITIES

Tax exemptions are available on: food and drinks, tobacco,
medicines and cosmetics.
Items must be purchased from the same store on the same
day, and the total amount spent has to be over **¥5,000 but
be no greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)
* Purchased

items will be wrapped in each store, and you cannot
unwrap them during your stay in Japan.

*non-consumable items

Tax exemptions are available on: electric appliances, clothing, accessories, shoes, etc. Items must be purchased from
the same store on the same day for a total amount exceeding
**¥10,000. (Tax not included)
** Starting

May 1, 2016, the spending requirement will be changed to
an amount greater than or equal to ¥5,000.

** Starting

May 1, 2016, the minimum spending requirement will be
changed to an amount greater than or equal to ¥5,000.

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

COSMETICS

FILM
BATTERIES,
FILM

TOBACCO

SAKE

MEDICINES

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

CLOTHING

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES, BAGS

*You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach the minimum spending amount.
*Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.

For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating stores, please consult
68

Kyoto Official Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

www.kyoto.travel
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Incense has been integral to Japanese culture
since the Heian period. During that time
period, nobility created original incense
reflecting their image of the seasons. You can
find this kind of incense at YAMADA-MATSU
in Kyoto, a traditional incense store that has
been around since the Edo period. “Hanakyoka” (5 pcs, ¥324) is a fragrance that allows
you to enjoy that kind of atmosphere. Every
month a different fragrance/shape is offered.

*The photo is of a 12-month fragrance set that is selected one by one (12 pcs,￥¥972)

C

BRING HOME A PIECE OF KYOTO
As spring arrives, the days grow warmer and the heart grows more
excited at the change of seasons in Kyoto. We would like to introduce
some souvenirs that are as colorful as the new spring colors. Kyoto is
ideal for finding gifts with traditional Japanese designs arranged in
a contemporary way. Pick one up for a friend or for yourself!

All prices include tax (as of February 2016)

A

A
上羽絵惣 本店

UEBA ESOU MAIN STORE

Gofun is a pigment that has been
traditionally used in Japan for Japanese
paintings and Buddhist statues. UEBA
ESOU, said to be the oldest pigment
store in Japan, sells nail polish using
this gofun pigment (10ml, starting
at ¥1,300). You will be amazed at the
vibrant colors developed using natural
pigments, as well as the fact that it is
water-soluble. It is also gentle on nails
and easy to remove.

B
MAP

P

42 B-4
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山田松香木店

YAMADA-MATSU INCENSE STORE

D

URAGU HATCH is a stationery store located
at the foot of the HOKAN-JI Temple’s
YASAKA Pagoda, a symbol of Higashiyama
in Kyoto. They sell everything from
envelopes, to postcards, to paper, to cloth
items, and even to ceramics. Their modern
designs feature lucky cranes, turtles,
and seasonal flowers. “Mamemo” (¥378)
is a small 200 sheet memo that will fit in
the palm of your hand. There are many
designs to choose from, so take your pick!

C
MAP

P

40 B-3
104

SUZUKI SHOFUDO, a traditional store for
Japanese paper crafts established over
120 years ago, overflows with the spirit of
Kyoto. Their paper goods feature traditional
Japanese patterns printed using Kyo yuzen,
a printing technique used for applying
patterns to kimono fabric. The “Ireko box”
(starting at ¥864) would make a great gift.
These are portable boxes of different sizes
that can be stacked inside one another, just
like a Matryoshka doll.

鈴木松風堂

SUZUKI SHOFUDO

D
MAP

P

42 C-2
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裏具ハッチ

URAGU HATCH

MAP
P
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-351-0693

TEL 075-441-1123

TEL 075-231-5003

TEL 075-525-5166

ADDRESS 京都市下京区東洞院通高辻下ル燈籠町579

ADDRESS 京都市上京区室町通下立売上ル勘解由小路町164

ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場六角下ル井筒屋町409・410

ADDRESS 京都市東山区八坂通東大路東入上田町84-1
84-1 Ueda-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

579 Toro-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

70

164 Kageyukoji-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

409/410,Izutsuya-cho,Nakagyo-ku,Kyoto

OPEN 9am-5pm

OPEN 10am-5:30pm

OPEN 10am-7pm

OPEN 11am-5pm

CLOSED Sat., Sun. and public holidays

CLOSED Dec.29-Jan.3

CLOSED Dec.29-Jan.4

CLOSED Thu.

PRICE from ￥1,300

PRICE from ￥324

PRICE from ￥324

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://www.gofun-worldwide.com/

WEB http://www.yamadamatsu.co.jp/en

(Next business day if Thu. is a public holiday)

PRICE from ￥324
SMOKING No
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OMIYAGE

Recommended by

You can buy omiyage (gifts / souvenirs) as a memory of your trip or for friends and family members back home.
There are many different gifts that you can purchase in Kyoto, one of Japan’s top tourist destinations.
We asked local Kyoto residents for their recommendations to help people who are unsure of what to buy.

LOCAL KYOTO RESIDENTS

Akemi Koyama

D

Akemi works as a concierge at a hotel
in Kyoto City. She is also a “Kyoto
Ambassador of Hospitality.” Along
with her extensive knowledge and
information about Kyoto, she also
has a strong interest in food, craft,
and art. Her skills as a concierge
are widely recognized, and she also
hosts various lectures regarding
“hospitality.”

The large candles (21cm in height) used in
shrines and temples feature powerful images
of the Wind God and Thunder God, drawn
beautifully by skilled craftsmen. “You can buy
them at the KYOTO MUSEUM OF TRADITIONAL
CRAFTS FUREAIKAN, in addition to a wide
range of other traditional Kyoto craftworks,”
adds Ran. You can also purchase a candle set
(approx. ¥1,000) at the museum shop.

Ran Qian

B

Maiko ¥799
Kotobuki ¥1,080
Kyoto scenery ¥864

A

Jeff recommends not only purchasing
something, but also bringing back a story
related to that souvenir. He especially enjoys
encountering new things and meeting
new people in the shopping districts. After
walking around Teramachi Shopping Street,
he recommends picking up a hanko (seal)
with a stamp of the Kyoto landscape or a kanji
character at TAMARU INBOU.

“Carefully manufactured in his studio in Kyoto
City, Shingo Tsukuda’s obon (trays) are made
completely by hand with the highest of quality.”
The lacquered trays feature traditional Japanese
designs and are highly recommended as gifts
from Kyoto. You can also find a wide range of
products that can be used for everyday at the
exclusive UTSUWA KYOTO YAMAHON shop.

Machadango
Machadango was born and raised in
Taipei, Taiwan and is a “Visit Kyoto
Ambassador.” She traveled around
Japan experiencing the culture and
customs of different regions. She
discovered an interest in Japanese
folklore and began to deepen her
understanding of the way people
think about Japanese culture and
civilization from various perspectives.
She is currently working as a writer,
translator, and interpreter.

Jeff Berglund
Jeff is a professor at Kyoto
University of Foreign Studies and a
“Visit Kyoto Ambassador.” He has
lived in Kyoto for over 45 years, and
has launched a YouTube program
titled “Jeff’s Travel Guide @ Kyoto”
(http://www.jeff-kyoto.com/)
where he talks about the beauty of
Kyoto in English.

A
田丸印房 寺町店

TAMARU INBOU TERAMACHI STORE

Negorote tray ¥64,800

MAP

42 C-1

P
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うつわ京都

“I recommend buying incense from SHOYEIDO
for people who wish to bring memories of Kyoto
back to their hometowns.” SHOYEIDO is one of
Kyoto’s long-established and most famous incense
stores, and many temples and stores actually
use their incense. They are light and small,
making them easy to pack into your luggage.

C
やまほん

UTSUWA KYOTO YAMAHON

MAP

41 B-5

P
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香老舗

Fujin Raijin (Wind God and Thunder God)
Decorative picture candle Vermilion/White各¥21,600 / each

D
松栄堂

SHOYEIDO INCENSE CO.

MAP

P

41 B-4
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京都伝統産業 ふれあい館

KYOTO MUSEUM OF TRADITIONAL CRAFTS FUREAIKAN

MAP

P

41 C-4
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TEL 075-231-0965

TEL 075-741-8114

TEL 075-212-5590

TEL 075-762-2670

ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通三条上ル天性寺前町522 番地

ADDRESS 京都市下京区堺町21（五条通高倉角）Jimukino-ueda Bldg. 3F 301

ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通二条上ル東側

ADDRESS 京都市左京区岡崎成勝寺町9-1 京都市勧業館みやこめっせ B1F
Kyoto International Exhibition Hall“Miyako Messe”B1F, 9-1 Seishouji-cho,
Okazaki, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

522 Tenshojimae-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
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C

B

Ran studies Japanese and Chinese
literature at Kyoto Prefectural
University. She also serves as an
intermediator between her home
country and Kyoto as a member of
the PR team of the “International
Student Kyoto Network,” an
organization supporting exchange
students in Kyoto.

Horin Horikawa 20 incense sticks ¥1,080
*The incense holder and tray are sold separately

Jimukinoueda Bldg. 3F-301, 21 Sakaimachi, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Karasuma Nijo, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-6pm

OPEN 11am-6:30pm

OPEN 9am-7pm (Sat. to 6pm, Sun./Public holidays to 5pm)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED Tue. (Open if Tue. is a public holiday)

CLOSED Open every day

PRICE from ¥216

PRICE Varies by product

PRICE 20 incense sticks from ￥648

ACCEPTED CARDS VISA, MasterCard,
American Express, JCB, 銀聯 ,
Diners Club

WEB http://www.gallery-yamahon.com

WEB http://www.shoyeido.co.jp/english/

ACCEPTED CARDS VISA, MasterCard,

ACCEPTED CARDS VISA, MasterCard,

American Express, JCB, Diners Club

American Express, JCB, 銀聯,
Diners Club, INTERNATIONAL

OPEN 9am-5pm (Admission until 4:30pm)
CLOSED New Year holidays and summer inspection date
PRICE from ￥3,000
WEB http://www.miyakomesse.jp/fureaika/index_eng.php
ACCEPTED CARDS VISA, MasterCard,

American Express, JCB, 銀聯, Diners Club
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KYOTO CONFECTIONARY
DECORATING the SEASONS
*Because products vary by the season, there is a possibility that
these items may differ from actual store stock.

W

和菓子

AG A S H

new

I

K

yoto is home to confectionary stores founded
more than 100 years ago in addition to their
modern sisters shining with a new aesthetic.
We chose 4 of these to highlight.

Seasonal fresh confectionary (2 pieces) ¥594

WAVE
This is a new type of yatsuhashi shop
developed by the long-established
”SHOGOIN YATSUHASHI MAIN
STORE,” famous for their yatsuhashi, a
confectionary representative of Kyoto.
The confectionaries are cute, lovable
and fun. There are also confectionaries
that are only available in Kyoto. The
fresh yatsuhashi has nikki or cinnamon
sprinkled over the steamed dough
made from rice powder and sugar, and
is chewy and delicate tasting.

Wagashi
The store is a long-established store, in existence
since the 18th century. Fresh and delicate, as well as
dry and long-lasting confectionaries, line the store,
conveying the subtle expressions of the changing four
seasons. There is a Kyoto expression “hannari” which
expresses the subtle delicate brightness – the cherry
blossom confectionary pictured expresses exactly
that. Enclosed is an elegantly sweet azuki bean paste.

TEL 075-254-8284

鍵善喜房 本店

KAGIZEN YOSHIFUSA MAIN STORE

nikiniki
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条西木屋町北西角
Shijo Nishikiyamachi (on the North West corner of
the junction), Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP

P

43 E-3
111

ENGLISH MENU (Cafe only)

OPEN 10:30am-7pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays

TEL 075-561-1818

PRICE from ¥108

ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町北側264

SMOKING No

264 Gionmachi Kitagawa, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

MAP

P

43 D-3
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OPEN 9am-6pm *Cafe: 9:30am-5:45pm
CLOSED Mon. (Next business day if Mon. is a public holiday)
AVERAGE ￥1,000
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kagizen.co.jp

Hannari ¥380

This trendy store creates wagashi
(Japanese confectionary) in pop-art
colors and designs using traditional
methods. The rakugan pictured is
called “drawing.” Rakugan is a sugar
candy that is characteristic for its
gently sweet taste and the fact that it
will totally melt in your mouth. Put
the pieces together to create many
shapes like a puzzle when eating it.

Kyoto is famous for plentiful and good quality
groundwater. KAMEYA YOSHINAGA has continued
to use pure spring water from the famous
“SAMEGAI” well on their premises since the day
they were established in 1803 to bring out the
delicate taste. Named samegai after their well,
it is a strawberry yokan (Japanese sweet usually
made of red bean paste and sugar) wrapped with a
chewy gyuhi (a kind of rice cake). The contrasting
pink and white colors are also beautiful to the eye.

UCHU wagashi FUKIYOSE 寺町店

亀屋良長

TERAMACHI STORE

KAMEYA YOSHINAGA

TEL 075-754-8538

TEL 075-221-2005

ADDRESS 京都市上京区寺町通丸太町上ル信富町307
307 Shintomi-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通油小路西入ル柏屋町17-19

17-19 Kashiwaya-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 10am-6pm

OPEN 9am-6pm
CLOSED Open every day (except Jan.1 & 2)
PRICE from ¥120
SMOKING No
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CLOSED Mon. (Open if a public holiday,

MAP

P

and closed the day after)

41 B-4
112

PRICE from ¥650

Samegai ¥378

SMOKING No

MAP

P

40 B-3
114

Drawing (20 pieces) ¥650
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IMMERSE YOURSELF
There are many unique and traditional cultural activities throughout Japan. Sometime these activities can alter
your very personality, but they take time and patience to master. Even so, you have already come as far as Kyoto,
the center of Japanese culture. Why not use this opportunity to enjoy some unique, hands-on experiences?

There are many manifestations of traditional Japanese culture in Kyoto. Items like sensu (fans) and wagashi
(confectionaries) are carefully produced at the hands of skilled craftsmen. Your understanding of their
wonderful techniques will deepen when you handle these traditional crafts.

S H O D O

I K E B A N A

W A G A S H I

S E N S U

Shodo (calligraphy) is the art of writing Chinese
characters and such on washi (Japanese paper).
In Kyoto, you can experience shodo under the
guidance of an active calligrapher who is fluent
in English. The lecture involves demonstrations
on the subjects such
as the proper mindset and philosophy
integral to practicing
shodo. Even complete
beginners can follow
the teacher’s thorough explanations.

Ikebana (flower arrangement) is an aspect of Japanese
culture sometimes explained as “the aesthetics of subtraction.” The goal is not simply to put together a bunch
of flowers in a bouquet, but to express nature coexisting
with empty space and the flowers themselves. “WA
Experience KAFU” offers two
courses in ikebana: a demonstration course and a course
where you can practice
ikebana yourself. Experience
Japan’s coexistence with
nature and beauty through
the art of ikebana.

Wagashi (Japanese confectionaries) are shaped
to suit the four seasons, and are often almost too
exquisite to eat. You can learn how to make wagashi
at KANSHUNDO SAGANO STORE, a traditional
wagashi store. Here, you can experience making
wagashi under the
guidance of experienced
craftsperson. You
can enjoy evaluating
the handicraft of the
wagashi you made afterwards while sipping
matcha.

Have you ever wanted to try making your own
sensu fan? It can be used not only to cool yourself,
but as a fashionable accessory as well. At KYOTO
HANDICRAFT CENTER, you can register to make
your own original sensu. All you need to do is draw
a picture on a piece of
washi paper and fix
it onto the sensu fan’s
bamboo structure. It
only takes about one
hour to complete.

甘春堂 嵯峨野店

京都ハンディクラフトセンター

WA Experience
“WA Experience KAFU” holds many other hands-on
courses for foreign travelers on traditional Japanese
culture. Besides shodo and ikebana, they also hold
courses in Japanese cuisine and a course where you can
taste and compare various types of sake. You can sign up
for one of the courses (registration required) through
their website. Their teachers
and masters of various
Japanese cultural activities
await you in a charming
kyomachiya (traditional Kyoto
townhouse).
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KANSHUNDO SAGANO LOCATION
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KYOTO HANDICRAFT CENTER

116
TEL 075-861-5488

TEL 075-761-8001

ADDRESS 京都市東山区堀池町373-26

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨釈迦堂大門町1-1

ADDRESS 京都市左京区聖護院円頓美町 17
17 Shogoin Entomi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN Varies according to class
CLOSED Sun., Year-end and New Year
PRICE Shodo: ¥5,000 per person, (75-90 minutes)
Ikebana: Hands-on course ¥5,000 per person, (75-90 minutes),
Demonstration course ¥3,000 per person, (30-45 minutes),
reservation required.
SMOKING No
WEB http://kafu.co/

1-1 Sagashakado Daimon-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm (Tea house 10am-5pm)
CLOSED Open every day (except Jan.1)
PRICE from ￥130
SMOKING No

Sign up for a Japanese sweets-making class
WEB http://www.kanshundo.co.jp/museum/make/annai_e.htm

Start times: 9:15am, 11am, 1pm, 3pm
Duration: 1 hr. 15 min. PRICE ￥2,160
Reservations: Required. Call for same-day reservations.

40 C-3
117

TEL 075-201-3686

373-26 Horiike-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

MAP

P

OPEN 10am-7pm
CLOSED Open every day
SMOKING No
WEB http://kyotohandicraftcenter.com/

Sensu painting experience
Duration: 1 hour PRICE ￥3,025
Reservation required.
Internet reservations can be made up to 3 days in advance.
After that, reservations can be made over the phone.
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POINT-AND-TALK CHART

O
HOW TO RIDE the BUS in KYOT

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where are tickets sold?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

_ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Master how to ride them to enjoy sightseeing in Kyoto in comfort!

Kono bus (densya) wa dokoe ikimasuka?

Kippu uriba wa doko desuka?

how to

Ima iru basyo wa doko desuka?

_

RIDE

made iku niwa dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

Please give me a receipt.

領収書をください。

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

how to

GET OFF

Credit card wa tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho o kudasai.

up,
lit
r is will
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z
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RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

Does this food have _ in it?

_ は（食材の中に）入っていますか？

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

牛肉

Gyūniku

豚肉

Butaniku

Lamb
羊肉

Lamuniku

Junior studying at the Department
of International Relations,
Ritsumeikan University. Has lived in
Kyoto for 4 years. He is interested
in NPO activities and actively
participates in Kyoto’s community
development activities.

roads, but also goes close to famous temples and shrines.

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Pork

朴 康濬 Park Kangjune

Kyoto City bus is very convenient as it not only runs on the main

Where does this bus (train) go?

Beef

s

Menu o misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori wa nandesuka?

_

wa haitte imasuka?

how to
PAY

Okaikei o onegai shimasu.

Chicken
鶏肉

Toriniku

Fish
魚

Sakana

Wheat
小麦

Komugi

Egg
卵

Tamago

Milk
牛乳

Gyūnyū

As a rule with Kyoto City buses, one goes
in from the rear door and goes out from
the front door. Most fares for Kyoto
City buses are ¥230 (¥120 for children)
but if you are riding buses that runs
outside the single fare areas, be sure to
take the ticket from the machine at the
rear door. You can easily tell the buses
that run outside the single fare areas
because the route number is displayed
in black letters on a white background.

Direction banner (displays the route number and destination)
Bus route display

Front door

You must press the buzzer when you
want to get off. The best timing for
this is right after the announcement
for the next stop or when the next
destination is displayed on the screen
at the front of the bus, after the bus
leaves the last stop. The bus will not
stop unless the buzzer is pressed.

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Sainara さいなら

“Thank you”/arigato. Use it to express your gratitude.

Pointi

ng con
versat
board
ion
is ava
ilable
on the
bus!

ATTENTION
1 Put large luggage to the side of the aisle.
2 Do not stand near the entrance and exit, stand inside the yellow guidelines.
3 Ask the driver questions only when the bus is stopped.

Fare box monitor
Fare (coin) slot
IC card reading unit
Change machine for coin slot
(¥500, ¥100 and ¥50 coins)

Card ticket slot

Get fluent in KYO-KOTOBA (Kyoto dialect)!

Rear door

Change machine for bill slot
(¥1,000 bill only)

Fare is paid as you get off the bus.
Fares for the single fare area is ¥230
(¥120 for children). For a fare that
is outside the single fare area, take
a look at the number displayed on
your ticket and pay the fare that
corresponds with that number on the
board in the front of the bus. Buses do
not have change so if you are paying
by cash, bring along sufficient number
of coins (¥1,000 bills can be exchanged
with the fare box machine).

Exchanged coins slot

“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai. Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama. It is respectful to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai. It is nice to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Goodbye”/sayonara. Use it to express good wishes when parting.

Kyoto city bus travel map “Bus Navi”
For detailed instruction on how to use the bus,
refer to "Bus Navi". This map is distributed from the
offices of Kyoto Municipal Transportation Bureau.

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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